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Introduction 
                                                        
 
Wise words by Alan Gardiner: 
 

The text written on Papyrus Berlin 3024, known as “The Dispute between a man and his ba”, is 
a Middle Kingdom copy of, most probably, an Old Kingdom composition. For 118 years, since 
1896 when Erman published a transcription and translation of the text, the translators are 

struggling to understand the plot of this as Allen calls it, 

from the perspective of the New Kingdom theology! 
 

New Kingdom theology has much in common with modern theology but, apart from basic 
traditional concepts, almost nothing in common with Old Kingdom theology, i.e. Judgment of 
people alive, gods feeding humans their excrements, gods operating slaughter houses for killing 
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humans labelled animals and, especially, which was transformed into 
by the New Kingdom theologians. 

 

The “Dispute” (“Debate” to Allen) is a unique text only because it does not belong to the 
mortuary literature. If it was part of a Chapter of the Book of the Dead, it would have been 
labelled magical nonsense (so is the Book of the Dead regarded by Faulkner and Lichtheim) 
unworthy of further consideration. 
 
The author of the text is neither insane (as the translators think) nor is he conversing with his 
soul. The plot of the “Dispute” is an Old Kingdom one: the man wants to undergo judgment in 

order to improve his social status (to be named  and be recognized as a or even an 

), his Ba (his principal and instructor) is of the opinion that, contrary to his expectations, 

he may be found by the judging gods to be a subhuman creature (an ) and be exterminated; 

and so he advises against. 
 
Thanks to the “Dispute” the Pyramid Texts would one day be also translated properly. 
The oldest texts of humanity remain unknown to both scholars and laymen because some 
translators see only souls and spirits in them… 
 

Faulkner:   

 
…while others see only bas and akhs: 
 

Allen: ”. (Pyr. 789a) 

 
What is the use of all the philological analysis and the fact that Allen knows the ancient Egyptian 
language better than the ancient Egyptian scribes and the Pyramid Texts by heart when his 
belief that New Kingdom ideas were known to Old Kingdom Egyptians makes him translate  
as “soul”, as “spirit”,  as “life”, as “living” and as “dead” no matter what the 
context? 
 
Alan Gardiner writes (Grammar, pg. 173) that a more precise rendering for the term  would be 

“external manifestation” and continues by stating that: 

 
 
He draws no border line between the “external manifestation” of the individual man while alive 
(Old and Middle Kingdom texts and part of the Book of the Dead), and the “external 
manifestation” of the individual man when dead (New Kingdom texts). 
Mixing up the dead with the living resulted in the incomprehensible translations which present 
the dead as living, the living as dead and the ancient Egyptians as people of zero IQ who 
believed that the dead were working, eating, drinking and copulating in the other world.  
 
Unfortunately, the main dictionary of the Egyptian language, the Wörterbuch, had, from the very 
beginning, been heavily infected by the malady of the wrongly rendered key words.  
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In this review only clearly preserved text is to be taken into consideration. Restorations end up 
being translations of lacunae and, besides, there is quite enough text preserved on the Berlin 
papyrus allowing perfect understanding of the information communicated by the author of the 
work. 
 
The lost beginning of the text in the Berlin papyrus is estimated to approximately 29 columns 
(not included in the numbering of the preserved columns of the Berlin papyrus and for this 
reason they appear written with an asterisk thus: *12). Four fragments of Papyrus Amherst III 
were recognized to contain some of the lost text because the conversation between a man and 
a Ba is unique to the “Dispute” text. 
Of these columns the only preserved phrases occur in columns *26-*27. 

The phrase , Come, then, that I may instruct you, betrays that it is the 

Ba who is speaking and the phrase the slaughtering of the West betrays that we are 
dealing with the way of thinking of the authors of the traditional mortuary literature, i.e. judgment 
of people alive and slaughtering of people pronounced animals.  
 

 
                 =k                    ixrw                         n             imnt  
    …      you;        the slaughtering            of        the West 

 
… ] you [ … ] the hostile nature of the West. (Allen) 
 

 

I. Schlachtvieh,  animals for slaughter 
II. Schlachtung, Slaughter[ing] 
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     Mark Vygus dictionary 
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 The Ba is cautioning the man (whose intention is to submit himself to the judgment in order to 
attain a better social status) by reminding him the slaughtering of those who fail, which takes 
place after judgment there where the Hall of judgment was located, in the West. 
Allen presents the slaughtering as hostile nature and is of the opinion that the phrase might 
seem better suited to the Man’s rejection of death . 
Both the stance of the man and of the Ba, however, remained stable throughout the text: the 
man wanting to go through the judgment trial to improve his social status while the Ba is 
advising against, threatening the man with failure which would result in the execution of the man 

if he is found to be an mt , an outcast.  

 
With regard to judgment taking place in the West, while it is known that the classification and 

sorting out of humans was done in the East (the Axw, the pure ones, were boarding the ferry-

boat for transfer to the West while the mts were killed on the spot), it must be pointed out that 

the Hall of Judgment was known to be dual. Two kinds of judgment were taking place in two 
different Judgment “Halls”. 
There is a relevant study at:  
 

https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues 

 
According to Allen it is the second speech of the Ba that ends at the lower end of column 3 of 
the Berlin Papyrus, but in this study the traditional arrangement is to be maintained.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1  
    =tn     r     Dd 
   you   to  say 
 
[...] you in order to say (Faulkner) 
We are to speak (Allen) 

 

 
 

2  
            n nma                  ns              =sn      iw    r           xA 
       not partial     tongue     theirs   is   as to  …   

 

 

 

3                           

                                                                    n nma                          ns                =sn            
        …          bribe.                        Not partial           tongue        theirs 
 
 

https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues
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Foster: The tongues of the Gods, they do not speak amiss, they make no special cases. 
Faulkner: their [tongues] cannot question, for it will be crookedness [...] payments their tongues 
cannot question.  
Lichtheim:------ [their tongue] is not partial ------ payment; their tongue is not partial.  
Nederhof: their tongues were not partial. Concerning [their] opposing [a briber], their tongues 
were not partial. 
Allen: their tongue cannot be biased. It would be crooked in return. Their tongue cannot be 
biased.  
 

 

 

 

 Ersatz, Bezahlung. Replacement, payment 

 

C,I… Bezahlung, Payment 

C,II.. Bestechnung, Bribery  

         auch in den Verbindungen: einer der Bestechnung nimmt  
  Also in the compound “one who takes bribe” 
          Bestechung annehmen, Bribery 
 

It is the integrity of the judging gods that is discussed, and since we are dealing with a dispute 
we may assume that the man told the Ba that he could afford to bribe the judging gods and so 
the Ba replied that the gods took no bribes which, of course, it was a lie. 
 
Some idea of the information contained in the Old and Middle Kingdom funerary texts is 
imperative in order for the difference between Old and New Kingdom theologies to be 
appreciated. 
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The Coffin texts, Spell 507, VI 92o 

 

…. Atum himself who watches over the many faces which are in the sky, (even 

he) whose shape is invisible, who wards off the Tribunal on my account. 
                                                                                                                                                                (Faulkner) 

                                                                                                
              sfg            irw              xsfw                          DADAt                      Hr              =f 
he of hidden     form   who wards off     the judging gods  on account   his 

 
Atum wards off the tribunal on account of the man who was to undergo judgment. 
In the plot of the “Dispute” the Ba advises the man to skip judgment, most probably in order not 
to risk his life, but the exact reasons remain unknown due to missing first part of the text.   
 
With regard to bribing (or even threatening) the judging gods, Kings Unas, Teti, Pepi I and Pepi 
II made arrangements for a note to be sent to the tribunal and was thus vindicated without ever 
going into the Hall of Judgment. 
 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 262 § 333a (Pyramid of Unas) 

 

333a                 

       m                wnis           ii                m                 wnis            ii                                                                             
    Behold,            Unas       arrived.        Behold,             Unas         came   
 

Unas arrived in the West. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

                   
        m  =k               Wnis                      
Behold, thou           Unas           passed    
  

   “Unas ” means “Unas  ”  , passed into light (into Light-

land). Unas was “vindicated”                                                                
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

333b   

         n             iiw      n            is             Wnis          Dsf        
         not          came then        indeed           Unas       himself     
                        

Unas did not report to the Hall of judgment himself. 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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333c   
       ini                 wpwt                iit                  r =f               
    arrived             message        that came            for him 

 
A note in behalf of Unas was handed to the judging gods.         

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

334a      

             swA.n              Wnis       Hr              pr bA             =f       
              passed              Unas       by          house of Ba         his    
 

Unas arranged with his Ba for the note to be sent to the judges.     
___________________________________________________________________ 

   

         nhi  n                sw                      At                wr          
     avoided                  he                   the estate          great    
As a result of the above, Unas did not have to go into the Great Estate where 
the Hall of Judgment was obviously located. 
 
the striking power of the Great Lake has missed me.(Faulkner) 
the Great Lake’s wrath has missed him.(Allen) 

 

 

Kopfschmuck (Löwenhaupt mit Schlange) 
 Headdress (lion's head with snake) 

If At  is taken as consisting of two words with  depicting the 

head of an infuriated bull  (which is used as determinative sign in the word Dnd, 

meaning rage) and  to be the ideogram exclusively of a lake, then we get Allen’s 

translation.  
 

 
    nhi n                sw               Dnd                    S                    wr  
  missed              him          the wrath        of the lake         the great  

 

If on the other hand the glyph  is taken to be the ideogram of the word power (Kraft, as 
translated in the relevant section of the “Worterbuch”, cited below)...  
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...then we get Faulkner’s translation:  

     
         nhi  n               sw                At                       S                      wr 
      missed                him           the power       of the lake           the great  
 
Both of these renderings, however, have no relation whatsoever το the particular context.  

 

The signs,  are interchangeable. The following information comes from 
Alan Gardiner’s Grammar.  
 

Glyph : Ideogram, garden pool. “Not seldom”, writes Alan Gardiner, 

“interchanging in hieroglyphic with . Appears to be a sign for irrigated 

land”.  
 

Glyph : Ideogram, canal, channel filled with water.  

Glyph :  irrigation canal. Determinative irrigated land. “Early identical 

with, and clearly a mere differentiation of ”.  

Please note that  is used as a determinative sign in the word tA, earth, land,  . 

 
Here is the same passage as it is written in the pyramid of Teti:   
 

333a         
                m =k                tti         pri                m =k              tti              iiw       =f 
         Behold thou    Teti    passed,   behold thou   Teti    has come  he 
 

 

333b                                 

           n          iiw         n =f          is         Dsf        
           not        came        he        indeed    himself 

 
 
 

 

             in           wpwt          =Tn             init              sw 
        arrived  messages     yours     that came    for him 
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                    mdw nTr                              sw 
              words of god  caused ascend    him 
 

is the causative form of verb   

 

 
 
By ascend, promotion, elevation to the status of god is meant. 
 

 
 

Faulkner’s rendering: may you mount up to the god. 

Allen’s rendering: you shall ascend to the god. 
 

The means, however, by which Unas, Teti, Pepi I and Pepi II were raised to the status of god 
were the messages they arranged to be send to the tribunal and not some staircase. 
 
That is the sort of ascending (social) the man in the plot of the “Dispute” wishes, but he can get it 
only by means of his personal judgment. The Ba is of the opinion that the man will not make it 
through the judgment trial, or, he does not want the man to succeed and be transferred to the 
West. 
 

334a                  

         swA.n          tti         Hr      pr           bA =f p[n]       
         passed       Teti          by     house     ba his t[his] 

 
 

     

              

   nhy     n =f                  At                 wr(t) 
  avoided he             the estate        the great  
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The legend reads: Vielleicht für “Ort, Stätte” 

Perhaps it is about , “Ort” (place, village, town), “Stätte” (place).  
 

The entry for the word   is the following: 

 
The legend reads:  

Ort, Stätte (besonders auch von heiligen Stätten). 
Place, village, town (especially for holy places). 
 

The glyph, ,  depicts a mound 

of earth with shrubs. It signifies “holy place” because it is the glyph used for the estates 
(fiefdoms) of the gods. Known variously as regions, portions, establishments, 

settlements, lands of the gods.  

 
  
 

 
 

Scheuen : shrink from; shun (people, light, company etc); be afraid of or 
shrink of something.  
Entgehen: escape or avoid danger/punishment; miss.  
 

Obviously, the Pyramid Texts are the edited product of some older texts (the Coffin Texts are 
much more crude than the Pyramid Texts and therefore closer to the original texts) and it seems 
that the cunning ancient Egyptian priests were at work on the texts from the very beginning.  
Since we are dealing with originals in the hieroglyphic script, no interpretation of hieratic 

characters is involved. How come, therefore, that the word was written in Teti’s Pyramid with 

a word free of any abstract notion while it had already been entangled with abstract notions in 
the older text of Unas pyramid? 
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Furthermore, the note sent by the Ba of the king to the judging gods contained god’s words 
according to the passage in the Teti pyramid, which means that the particular Ba was a god 
(please see below the comments on the term ) 
                                                    
Judgment of living people, people who can skip judgment, and judging gods who take bribes is 
the setting of the plot of the “Dispute”. With that in mind there would be not even a single 
passage that would result difficult to understand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I opened my mouth to my Ba to answer what he had said. 
 

 
 iw       wp       n=i     r=i       n       bA        =i          wSb         =i      Ddt  n=f 
it is   opened  by me  mouth   to      Ba      mine   to answer     I  what said he 

                                          mine 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

“This is too much for me today that my Ba does not argue with me 
 

 

  iw     nA      wr      r =i      m  min      n     mdw           bA    =i        Hna =i 
  is     this   much   for me    today      not  speaking      ba mine     with me 
 
This has become too much for me today: my soul has not spoken in accord with me. (Allen) 

 

As far as we know the Ba never refused to talk back to the man and therefore Allen’s rendering 
seems to be the correct one. 
 

 

The determinative sign of the word Ba, , is the glyph  which is the hieratic substitute 

for the sign , signifying rebel and enemy (man with arms tied behind his back) as well as for 

the sign  that also stands for enemy, but is mostly used as symbol for some subhuman 

creatures deserving death (depicting man with blood streaming from his head) the 

famous mt people , indiscriminately translated as the dead. 

The word Ba should, in this case, appear in the transcription into hieroglyphic by , 

according to Alan Gardiner (Egyptian Grammar, pg 376 §455,2), and not by , as per Raymond 

Faulkner’s transcription (which is the one used in this study), or Allen’s . 
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The combination of the two ideograms , the one for the immortal soul and the one for 

the death, within a single word indicates that sometime in the remote past either  did not 

mean soul or  did not mean death, or that neither  meant soul nor  meant death. 
The study of the Pyramid Texts hints that the concept of soul was not yet established prior to 
approx. 2300 BCE.  
 

https://www.academia.edu/6940175/The_making_of_the_soul_concept 
 
Allen provides no explanation for this apparent oxymoron stating only that the consistent writing 
of the term bA “soul” with the “death” determinative seems at odds with the fact that the debate 
in the plot of the “Dispute” takes place in this world rather than in the afterlife. He then mentions 
the case of the “Sinuhe” text where the same determinative is used with respect to the ba of a 
living person. (gloss No.6, pg. 6) 

Both the authors of the “Dispute” and “Sinuhe” were right because the sign means “outcast”, 
“subhuman creature”, “rebel”, “enemy of gods” and “dead”; but it did not always mean “dead” 
and neither it appears in the texts always meaning “dead”.  
 

The meaning of the term mt or  can easily be derived from its determinative 

sign, , depicting, as already mentioned, a man lying on his side with blood streaming from 
his head. 
 

In the Pyramid texts the determinative sign of the word mt is a pictogram of only the 

bleeding head  of the figure , so that the entire word appears written thus:   
Later on the ancient Egyptians interpreted the blood stream as an axe and so from Dynasty XX 
onwards (probably earlier according to Alan Gardiner) the sign was altered to show the human 

figure kneeling , or even standing  and therefore alive. 
 
 

The sign  is used to determine names of beings hostile to the gods:  

 

 

     xftyw,  :  

 
 

 

     xftyw             =f        nw          nb           r           Dr 
   enemies        his       of      the Lord      of         all 
 

 

  , isftyw,  

 

https://www.academia.edu/6940175/The_making_of_the_soul_concept
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         dd                     srwHw                    m                  isftyw  
   causing      destruction (Budge)     of       defective ones  

     puts          the lasso (Faulkner)      to       
 

       

            
             r                     nmt                   =f 
          in          slaughter house         his 
                                                       (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Chapter 17, plate10, line 26)   

 

In column 22 of the “Dispute” text the man confesses that he carries these isft defects (the 

term isft  is discussed there). 
 
 

    sbiw,   
 
 

 
     xft             =k                    rdiw         n           sDt              sbiw                 xr 
enemy      yours (god’s)      given      to      the pyre     the rebel          fell 

   , nikw,   
     

 
          nik                      isp (sip)              n           sDt 
         nik                destined          to       the pyre 
                                                                                                (The Book of the dead, Chapter 15, ΒΜ 10471) 
 

 , aApp,  
 
    

          
    mdAt                  nty                           rx                        xprw 
the book     which is for           knowing           the forms            
 
                   
 

 
nw          ra                        sxr                            aApp 
of        Ra   (and) of overthrowing           Apep 
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The symbol of Apep, however, is the serpent: . He is known as the serpent demon 

and so he appears in Faulkner’s dictionary:  
 

  
 

  , stS, 

Usually the name of Seth appears to be written as:  

 
It was the companions of Seth those who were transformed into animals and killed: 
 
The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Chapter 18, plate 14, line 2. 
 

When  the companions  of Seth come, it is when they change their forms into 
animals and then they are slaughtered in the presence of the gods, for they are  
smashed and the blood flows among them. 
These things are caused by the judgment of those in the city of Busiris.  
 

           
      iwt                                      smAyw                                stS 
when come      the companions/confederates      of Seth   

 
  

    
     pw            ir            n    =sn               xprw            =sn           m               awt               
 (it) is        make          they               forms         theirs     into        animals 
 
 

 

   
        aHa     .n     =sn                sft                        m   bAH     a           nTrw          ipw 
       then        they      are slaughtered    in the presence     of gods      these 
 

 

 

   
     n                Dri            ntw              snf(w)                hAy                 im     =sn 
   for    smashed are     they       the blood           flowing          among them 
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        rdiw              ntw        m           sipt            n               imw                        Ddw 
  caused are     these     by   the judgment  of           those in               Busiris  

 
 

You may have noticed that the signs  and  are interchangeable.  
 

 
   Rebels              enemies            Apep 
  
Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion that: 
 

                                      

The mts are the enemies of the gods. Yet, the enemies of the gods are those carrying the body 

traits that the gods detest: 

 

 
  nn           ir tw              n=i         xt              m            nw                   bwt           nTr(w) 
 not   to be created   in me   traits         of         those    (which) detest   the gods 

                                                                                 (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 176, text by E.Naville) 
   

The mts  were exterminated to the point that their name ended up meaning the dead. 

However, their behavior, as described in the texts, refers to the time when they were still alive. A 
group of humans among other groups of humans: 
 

 

 
 

The Coffin texts, Spell 507, VI 92p – 93a 

 

                        

Section VI 92o of Spell 507 was cited above in page 5. The remaining part of the Spell is here 
quoted in Faulkner’s translation: 
 
May you prevent any evil opposition from issuing from the mouth of any god or 

goddess, VI 93a or what men  gods  spirits or the dead  [ ]  may say 

they will do against me….  
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      VI 93a          The  are not spirits. They are the men who were found to be pure at 
their personal judgment and acquired the title of , which means “pure one” 
 The ancient Egyptians were not idiots to believe that the dead were speaking 

and therefore the term mt did not mean “dead” either to the scribe who 

painted this Spell on the particulat coffin or to the copyist whose papyrus copy 
the scribe had been using and, of course, not to the author of the Spell.  
 

Now please note the contents of the two red boxes. Copy B9C ends with the 

phrase  against me  while copy B14 ends with  against my Ba. 

                                                                 
                                                  r             bA        =i 
                                      against     Ba     mine 

 

The original had against my Ba because that is how the Spell concludes 
for both B9C and B14 copies. 
 
... in this year, in this month, in this night or in this day, indeed 

for ever and ever, in the presence of those who are in the sky, 
(even) those who should do something? (good) while in 

attendance on me. He will save me from the which 

men, gods, spirits, or the dead say they will do  
 

Evil slaying of a soul!!                                  
                                                                    Dwt 
                                       slaughtering    bad 
 

The word is also written with one more determinative sign (in addition to that of 

the knife ) which is the pictogram for the vertebrae  that the knife will sever 

.  
 
Dead men who talk, and souls whose spine the knives will sever!! 

Something is going wrong, either with the text or with the translation because it is certain 
that the Spell concludes with the phrase against my soul, as shown in the extract at right.   
 
Providing the excuse that the phrase is used figuratively, 
we automatically assume that literally it means the slaying against me, against myself; 
acknowledging thus the fact that to the author of the Spell the man speaking, or reading or 
reciting the Spell, is a living person, not a dead one.  
 
The translators state openly that to them the Book of the Dead is nothing but a collection of 
magical incantations. The fact that they have named the chapters of the Coffin Texts “Spells”, is 
proof enough that they have no respect for the Coffin Texts either. They feel free to translate 
them in any way they please and no one would dare accuse them of deceiving their readers. 
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Their shameful failure in understanding the plot of the “Dispute” text is the price they are paying 
for insulting the intelligence of the ancient Egyptians.   
 

To the ancient Egyptians of the Old and Middle Kingdoms the mts were living persons and so 

were the Bas 

The judging gods would decide, among the men being inspected, who the mts were, i.e. some 

outcasts considered subhuman creatures to be exterminated (the executioner of the non-pure ones is 

called Ammit, he who gulps down the  mts); who the common people were; who the patricians and 

who the pure-blood gods were, 

All of them, however, were regarded as mts prior to their judgment and so was the man of the 

“Dispute” regarded by himself.  
The disagreement among the man and his advocate, the Ba, is due to the expressed wish of the 
man to undergo judgment and, perhaps, to apply for a strict inspection in order to attain a higher 
social status.  
 
With respect to the meaning of the term  Allen writes the following: 
  

(gloss No.4, pg. 4)

 

The imagery of col. 9 is the product of restoration and as such is not acceptable. 

There is no ba’s avian nature. The relationship that united the bird sign  with the term ba 
must have been purely phonetic because the meaning of the word ba did change dramatically 
with time while the bird sign was used during all periods of the word’s history.  
The first time that the term ba appears in writing is in the Pyramid of Unas where it occurs 14 
times all in all: 

seven times   

one time  

one time  ( the letter sign “b”  added for clarity, a very rare occurrence) 

one time  (determined by the glyph for the god,  thus signifying a Ba who is a god) 

three times in the plural ,  

and one time  . 
 

The glyph , variations and , is phonetic ba. It depicts a cup perhaps used also as a 

lamp and later superseded in its use in the word  by , a bowl for incense with smoke rising 

from it.   

The combination of the signs  and  in the writing of the word  occurs very early, in the 

pyramids of Teti , Merenre , Pepi I , and Pepi II     .  
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The symbol for the god  is added because in the particular passage it is the god Re who is 
called a ba. 
 
It should also be noted that the determinative signs used are always representations of human 
beings or titles and epithets used for human beings. 
 

   . . .  . A Ba of the lowest possible social status: a Ba of the outcasts or a Ba 
who is an outcast himself.  

 

 . . . .  .A Ba of the laymen, or a Ba who is a layman.  
 

  . .A Ba of the aristocrats, of the rich people, or a Ba who is an aristocrat. 
 

  . . . A Ba of those with Ankh status, or a Ba enjoying Ankh social status.  
 

  ,    ,     . A Ba of gods, or a Ba who is a god. 
 
It is known from the mortuary literature that the duty of the Ba was to perform as a witness of 
defense during the process of the judgment: 
 

His Ba stands as a witness for him 
               

                
        iw           bA    =f                    aHa                  m           mtr(w)            r   =f         
     it is         Ba  his           standing             as        witness       for  him 
                                                                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Chapter 30b, plate 3, line.21)                                                                                                                                        

  His soul stands as a witness for him  (Faulkner) 
                                                                                      
The Ba is a person; the principal, caretaker, advisor and advocate of the man who is to be 
judged by the judging gods. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

It is really too great to be [exaggerated],  
 

….6     

     iw        grt            wr       r               aba         
     is    moreover   too much  for    [exaggeration]   
 
It is also too much to exaggerate: (Allen)  
____________________________________________________________________________          

it is like deserting me, my Ba shall not go away,  
   

     
 iw       mi             wsf           =i        imi             Sm              bA      =i         
 is       as         neglect       me        not        to go away        ba     mine   
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… … …  my soul goeth forth; (Erman) 
it is like deserting me. My ba shall not go, (Lichtheim) 
It is like ignoring me. My ba shall not go, (Shupak) 
it is as if one ignored me. Let my soul not depart, (Faulkner) 

ιt is like abandoning me. Let [not] my soul go away (Wilson) 

 

my soul going is like one who ignores what he is in. (Allen)          

                                 
iw       mi               wsf                      imt =f        Sm              bA         =i 
is          like          one who ignores      in there he     going         ba        mine 

 
The syntax proposed by Allen aims at placing the ba inside. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
he shall attend to me in it. 
 

        

     aHa           =f  n=i         Hr    =s 

to attend      he on me       in     it 
 

it shall attend there for me (Erman) 
It shall attend to me in this (Lichtheim) 
It shall attend to me in this (Shupak) 
that it may attend to it for me [...] (Faulkner) 
It should wait for me because of... (Wilson) 

He should attend to it for me (Allen) 

Feminine pronoun =s, , her,  is obviously referring to judgment,  , or , which 

is a feminine noun. 
 

Shupak’s comment reads: 
 


 

  
The Ba is indeed threatening to desert the man at the day (the difficult day as it is called in 
column 10 below) of his judgment; but, certainly, not to fly out of his body as the soul of his, as 
Shupak seems to think. 
Unfortunately, in both cases, i.e. either as a man or as a soul, when the Ba abandons the man, 
the man dies; in the former case he will be exterminated by the judging gods on losing the 
support of his advocate, and in the latter he will die by losing his soul. 
The fake theological concept has made a perfect fit on an ancient popular legend to the point 

that it is difficult to discern between the two. Here, the key is provided by the phrase  
=s  to attend he on me in it. The Ba, as a man, as the advocate, is expected to attend on 

the man at the day of his judgment; the Ba, as soul, cannot be expected to attend to or upon 
anything. For this reason the translators are in no position to explain what is meant by “it” in 

the sentence the ba shall attend to me in it. 
Allen writes: 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Columns 8 and 9 are too damaged for a meaningful translation.  
 
Allen reads the following: 
 
my [second, who [rejects] his [life].He will not be allowed to resist me, since he is in my belly in a 
rope mesh: 
 
In column 10, the man, continuing with his argument, complains from the fact that the Ba is 
actually condemning him to death by deserting him on the difficult day of judgment. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Not to leave of his own free will, on that difficult day. 
 

 
 nn        xpr             m-a =f            rwi   =f          hrw                  qsnt         
not   to happen  because of him   to cease he      on day             difficult,  
                                                   to depart he                             dangerous,  

                                                                                                     painful 
 

It shall not be able to flee on the day of pain (Lichtheim) 
but it will not succeed in escaping the day of trouble. (Faulkner) 
it will not thereby succeed in escaping from the day of misfortune (Wilson) 

it will not happen that he flees on the day [of suffering] (Nederhof) due to him 

that he leave on a day of difficulties will not happen to him (Allen) 

 

The phrase which is rendered properly only by Nederhof, will be justified due to him, 

below (column 16) when the man compares the conduct of the Ba to that of the nHpw.  
 
The Ba is asked not to leave, not to go away, on a certain day and therefore it is on that day the 
man wants the Ba to attend, and not to the man’s (unknown and unnamed) troubles in general 
(according to Allen) or on every day. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Behold, my Ba is misleading me. I am not listening to him. 
 

 
       mtn        bA        =i        Hr         tht       =i      n    sDm       n=i      n=f 
      look        Ba      mine  is on   misleading me    not listening   I      to him 

 
Look, my ba misleads me - I do not listen to it; (Lichtheim) 
See, my soul misleads me, but I do not listen to it; (Faulkner) 

But look, my soul is leading me astray. I cannot listen to him. (Allen) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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He is pulling me (back) to mt status,  I am not going along. 

    

      

     Hr            stAs           =i      r         mt            n            iit                n =f 
(is) on       pulling back   me     to    mt status      not     going along       with him     

 
Drags me toward death before <I> come to it.(Lichtheim)                                                                   
draws me toward death ere (I) have come to it (Faulkner) 
and draws me on (Wilson) 

is dragging me toward death, before I have come to it, (Nederhof) 

because of dragging me to death before I have come to it, (Allen) 

 

 

The man’s chief preoccupation is to move on and get rid of his present mt status. This fervent 

desire of the man, i.e. to shed his mt identity, along with the Ba’s objection to that, constitute  
the principal theme of the plot of the “Dispute” and for this reason the above line appears three 
times in the text with similar wording: in  columns 12, 19 and 49-50.  

Column 19 provides a definition for the verb stA , to pull, to drag by means of the verb ihm 
meaning to hold back. 

Column 50 provides an interpretation of the phrase r mt meaning as mt. Please see relevant 

discussion with the comments following column 19. 
 

The phrase  n  iit  n=f ,  , (will) not going along occurs again in column 

19 below, as follows: 

             n  iit  n=f ,  , I (will) not be going along 
 

Without the negation, , ii n=f means I go along with him, I come to his side, I agree 

with him, I am on his side. 
The following passage appears in paragraph 385a (Utt. 270) of the Pyramid texts: 

 

      
     ii  n=f        n     gs        =f           mi   ii.tw   nTr        n      gs    =f 
 go to him       to    side      his          as   went    god       to    side  his 
 
I have come to his side just as the god came to his side (Faulkner)  
(Unis) has come to his side like a god’s coming to his side (Allen)  
 
The man declares that he refuses to go along, refuses to agree with his Ba, as he refused to 
listen to his Ba (above, end of column 11). 
 

Behold, my Ba is misleading me.  
I am not listening to him. 

He is pulling me (back) to mt status. 

I am not going along. 
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He casts me on the fire to burn me  
 

 

   Hr          xAa                  Hr         xt        r                sAmt           =i 
   on   throwing (me)           on        fire       to                burn            me 
 
Casts <me> on fire so as to burn me! (Lichtheim) 
and casts (me) on the fire to burn me (Faulkner) 

because of throwing me on the fire to incinerate me. (Allen) 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  [without]  suffering  he  […] 
   

    
         [iw]tt           mnt      =f                        sA 
     [without]        suffering  he                       ….        

    
What is his suffering, that he should [ … ], (Allen) 

 
 

The expression He casts me on the fire to burn me is used literally. Those failing in 

the judgment inspection were exterminated in the pyre.  

 
PT 260 §323 c-d  Translared by James Allen 

 
Travelling in darkness is Unis’s abomination: he will not see those who 

are upside down. 
Unis has emerged today that he might get Maat, and she is with him. 

Unis will not be given to your fire, O gods.

 

Unas was vindicated today (Unis has emerged today, according to Allen) 
 

     
      pr           wnis         m           hrw              pn 
   passed       Unas        into           light             this 

 

prt m hrw  , passing into light (actually meaning crossing the 

channel to Light-Land) or… 

prt m imnt ,   passing into the West, is the expression used for  

“Vindication after Judgment”. 

The man, who was born and raised in the East, the land of darkness, xAwt, 
(please note that the determinative sign  means land. Discussion below) was said to pass into 
the light of the West once vindicated.  
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He brings Maat (divine purity) 
               (that he might get Maat, and she is with him , according to Allen) 

 

 
    init              =f             mAat            is            xr         =f 
brings           he         Maat       indeed    with      him 

 
Brings Maat means he is made in the image of the gods, he has a body made out of 
parts of god’s body and as a result he was found to be pure and thus survived judgment. 
 
 

Unas will not be given over to your pyre, you gods. 
 

 
   n           rdiw          wnis         n            nsr                 Tn         nTrw   
 not       given        Unas       to        flame            yours    gods 

 
Allen prefers to forget what is written in the Pyramid Texts. To him 

 

The  were not known to the author of the “Dispute”; this 

world books of the Old Kingdom, were certainly known to him. 

 
He must be near me on that difficult day  
 

           
   [iw]       =f  tk(n) =f           im    =i           hrw                qsnt      
   [be]       he  near he          to     me      (on) day            difficult 

 
He should be near me on a day of difficulties, (Allen) 

 

It is not about a day of difficulties it is about a particular day, the difficult and dangerous day of 
the man’s judgment.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
  He must stand on that side as an advocate does. 
 

      
         aHa  =f            m      pf          gs mi      ir n           nHpw 
   stands   he           on    that       side as      does      an advocate  
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that he may stand on yon side like a eulogy-maker, (Allen) 

 

The nHpw will stand on his side in front of the tribunal on the day of judgment, not on every day 

of difficulties.   

The word ,  (nHpw   eulogy-maker, according to 

Allen) which Nederhof renders as praise singer, while Μ. Lichtheim and R.O.Faulkner leave it 
without translation, occurs only in the text of the Dispute; however it is apparently related to the 

verb , , wish, request, beg (a god) , and to the noun nHi   occurring 

in the “Admonitions” (please see below, page 59) 
 
No eulogy-maker was present at the Hall of Judgment but surely someone who would “beg” the 
gods to spare the man being judged (advocate, witness) is known to have been present.  

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Such  indeed is he (the advocate) who comes by himself for him (for the man 

being judged)         
 

 

         pA          is       pw           prr              in =f             sw          r =f 
       such    indeed     is     he who comes   bringing he    himself    for him          
 
 

Such is he who goes forth that he may bring himself for him  (Faulkner) 
It is he who comes forth [he has brought himself] (Lichtheim) 
This is one who goes forth, as he has brought himself (Nederhof) 

for that is the sort who goes forth and brings himself to it. (Allen) 

 
The man is hereby comparing the conduct of his Ba, whom the man has to beg in order to 

attend, to that of the , who is attending without having been asked to. The nHpw nHpw is not 

attending at the man’s troubles,   as per Allen’s reasoning, he is attending at the judgment trial.
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

My Ba, unable to ease misery in life,  
 

 

  
   bA            =i             wxA            r         sdH           AH           Hr      anx                   
   ba          mine       incompetent     to        ease        misery        in       life      

                                  ignorant                                  trouble 
 
 

My soul has become too foolish to suppress pain in life, (Allen) 

 
It can be said that the man considers the objection of the Ba as foolish due to Ba not being able 
to comprehend how important is to the man the social advancement he is dreaming of.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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detains me in the status of mt, I will not go along with him 
 

 
      ihm                 wi             r          mt              n              iit   =i       n=f 
   detains               me           as   an mt              not      following  I     him 
 
Lead (?) me to death, ere I come to it (Erman) 
Leads me toward death before I come to it (Lichtheim) 

holding me back from death ere I come to it (Faulkner) 

drivest me to a death ere I come to it (Wilson) 

restrains me from death before I have come to it (Nederhof) 

one who prods me toward death before I have come to it, (Allen) 

 

In column 50, where the verb ihm occurs again, an explanation is provided justifying the 

meaning detain, hold back. 
Here is given the entry in columns 49-50: 
 

If you hold me back as (an) mt  in this present form

 

 
       ir      ihm (him)          =k        wi        r         mt         m         pA            qi 
      if       detain        thou     me      as       mt        in       this         form 
             hold back                                                           present, 

                                                                                                            today’s 
 

In the phrase r mt, the preposition  normally means to, towards; therefore, the phrase 

should be translated as to mt, as Lichtheim does below. In order for the phrase to have meant 

as mt, the preposition m should have been used instead.  However, there is the following 

exception:  After the verbs of “appointing”, “making” r “to” is apt to be used in 

place of m, with little, if any, difference of meaning (Grammar §84) 

Because of his attitude, the Ba is actually “appointing” the man to be permanently an mt . 
 
but if you lead me toward death in this manner (Lichtheim) 

If you hold me back from death in this manner (Faulkner) 

If thou delayest me from a death of this fashion (Wilson) 

But if you restrain me from a death in this form (Nederhof) 
If you prod me to death in that manner, (Allen) 

 

The word  , form, shape is the one used for the form in which the gods qi
fashioned men (Wörterbuch V, 15.9) 
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  Auch Gestalt  eines  Gottes, die  dargestellt  wird.  
Also form of a god that is in some way represented.  
Die Götter bilden, darstellen „in ihrer Gestalt“  
To make images of the gods, to present them “in their images”. 
 

The appearance of the mt people  was different from the appearance of the gods.                 

They were not made in their image…  

                                                              m            qi                =sn 
                                                           in        image         theirs 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? 
 

 
     snDm                        n =i             imnt             in iw                qsnt 
make sweet             for me       the West        is it           difficult ? 

 
and make the West  pleasant for me. Is that then something grievous? (Erman) 

Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? (Lichtheim) 
sweeten the West for me. Is it (too much) trouble? (Faulkner) 

who sweetens the West for me: “Is it something difficult? (Allen) 
 

Erman’s comment following that asterisk above reads:  
 



Egyptologists cannot get rid of New Kingdom’s theology for the masses. The West was the 
beautiful land where the gods lived, but it also was the land where some of the gods’ slaughter 
houses were operating. Plato did not belong to the masses and thus he was told about the 
judgment of living people and their subsequent marking 523 a - 524 b). (Gorgias, 

   
In column *27 the Ba mentioned the slaughtering of the West: 
   

    …      you;        the slaughtering           of        the West 
 
… ] you [ … ] the hostile nature of the West. (Allen) 
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The man is dreaming of a life in the West but the Ba is constantly making the West bitter for him 
by predicting the man’s failure at the judgment inspection. Here the man is complaining to the 
Ba for this conduct of his. 
 
My Ba, unable to ease misery in life detains me in the status of mt. I will not go along with him. 
Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? 
 
My soul has become too foolish to suppress pain in life, one who prods me toward death before  
I have come to it, who sweetens the West for me: “Is it something difficult? 
 
Allen’s rendering is meaningless because he refuses to accept the West for what it is: the west 
bank of a river. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Is Ankh status a transitory state? Do trees fall down (and stand up 
again)? 
  

 
pw          pXrt                pw          anx                 iw          xt                xr          =sn 
is   transitory state  this    Ankh status     are     trees   falling down  they 

 
It seems that the man is justifying his decision to ignore the advice of the Ba, which is to be 
humble, because he believes that once the high standing is achieved, it is for life.  
 
-- -- -- -- --  (Erman) 
Life is a passage, trees fall. (Lichteim) 
Yet life is a transitory state, and even trees fall. (Faulkner) 

Life is a circumscribed period: (even) the trees must fall (Wilson) 

 
It is a turning-point of life; trees fall. (Nederhof) 
Life is a cycle; trees fall (Allen 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Crush the defects (of my body) ignore my wretchedness. 
 

 
       xntd         r =k        Hr              isft              wAH                    mAir             =i 
 tread down  thou      on      the defects      ignore        wretchedness   mine 
                                                                                           
The Ba refuses to attend because of the defects and “wretchedness” he sees in the man, and 
the man is asking him to set aside his own opinion for it is the gods who will make the 
evaluation (see next column).  
 

Tread on the evil, put down my misery! (Lichtheim) 
Trample on wrong, for my misery endures. (Faulkner) 
Trample down wrongs. Yet my wretchedness endures. (Wilson) 

Tread, then, on disorder, set down my misery. (Allen) 

 
isft is the term naming the body traits of those regarded savage and primitive, those who were 

labelled animals and were eventually killed.  is the term naming the condition of one who 
suffers from  isft, Dwt etc.  
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In chapters 18 (plate 12, line 3) and 30B (plate 4, line 9) of the Book of the Dead, in the papyrus of 
Any, we read:  

 

There is no fault in my body (Budge) 
 
 

 
  nn                  ísf(t )           m            Xt           =i 

 no                 isft            in          body     mine 

 
 There is no wrong-doing in my body. (Faulkner) 
 

The term isft is used to name some condition of the body.  

The person being judged assures his assessors, his judges, that his body is free of isft. 

Therefore, isft refers to some undesirable condition of the body, some fault, as Wallis Budge 

renders the term isft . 
 

Those carrying the isft faults are called isftyw and the gods slaughter them in their slaughter 

houses, as per passage quoted above (page 14). 

isft traits are the traits of those found by the judging gods to be mts and killed, while the 

others, those found to be pure, were named akh, Ax,  and were ferried over to the 

West. 

The body traits of the pure ones (in fact, the body traits of the gods) are called Maat, mAat, 

, and of course, they were desirable: 
 
 

                                               
             íw                  mAat           ím            Xt          =í 
(there) is               Maat        in         body    mine 
                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch.80, pl. 28, line.8) 
 
Are right and truth in my body (Budge) 
Right is in my body (Faulkner)                                   
         

The person being judged assures his assessor gods that isft has been removed from his body 

and that he has brought Maat instead: 
 

I have brought to thee Maat. 
 

                                                                   
         ιn        .n =i             n=k              mAat               
   brought    I          to thee       Maat                   
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I have driven away for thee isft 
 

 

 
         dr.n        =í             n=k             ísft 

    removed     I          for thee       isft 
 
I have driven away for thee wickedness (Budge) 

                                                        (The Book of the Dead, papyrus of Any, Ch.125, pl. 30, line.6) 
 

It is commonplace for the Book of the Dead the person being judged to ask for removal of his 

isft (or  and , which are also words describing body or speech faults): 

 

               
       Ax(w)                               samyw                           m                mAat       
the pure ones                    feeding                       on             Maat 

 

   

     
    íwtyw                     grg                   bwt          =sn             isft 
  lacking                 grg,              detest        they          isft 
 

 
 

   
    dr                 Dwt         =í                 xma         =tn              isft         =í 
remove           Dwt      mine         drive off     you           isft      mine 
                                                                              (The text is from E.Naville, Todtenbuch , Bd. I, Bl. 140) 

 

The term isft  appears again in column 122, of the “Dispute” text, in the second poem recited 

by the man: 

 
     

    nn                 mAatyw                  tA           sp        n              irw                    isft   
there are no  people with maat     the land    is left      to    those who created       isft                               
there are no   righteous people      the land   is left       to       the doers              of evil 
 

Columns from 103 to 130 should be regarded as not belonging to the “Dispute”. The text in that 
section seems to be a short variant of “The Admonitions of Ipuwer”. The man speaking in the 
said section is considering himself a patrician -as Ipuwer does- who bewails the fall of his class 

of the , due to a successful revolt by the  plebs (which is the situation described in 

the “Admonitions”), whereas the man speaking in the “Dispute” is an  himself, an “s”, , a 

common man, an outcast  awaiting judgment. 
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Moreover, the two compositions (“Dispute” and “Admonitions”) are referring to different 
chronological periods. 
In a Sumerian Lamentation entitled “Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur”, it is again the 
“righteous ones” who bewail the destruction: 
 
My house founded by the righteous 

[…] 

The righteous house, my house which has been given over to tears.  
 

The cessation of the practice of judgment is regarded as an aftermath of the destruction: 
 
The judgment of the land perished; the people groan. 
The counsel of the land was dissipated; the people groan.  

 
The people who groan are the “righteous,” not the “evil doers”.  In the text of the “Admonitions” 

the members of the suffering nobility, the “righteous,” are the rmT ; and the rebels are  

the   and the common men s .  
 
The common men drove the judges out of the entire land: 

 

                
     ma  =tn                       qnbt                            nt             tA      
  Behold       the court of magistrates        of      the land         

 

                                  
          dri                            r            xt                     tA 
was driven out           throughout           the land  
                                                                                                                           (Admonitions 7.9) 
 

The man in the “Dispute” text is preoccupied with the judgment whereas Ipuwer describes the 
conditions prevailing in the land after abolition of the practice of judgment.  

 
there are no     people with maat       the land is left to     those who created isft 

                      in their bodies                                         in their bodies 
there are no     righteous people        the land is left to         the doers of evil 
 
The “righteous” are obviously the victimizers and the “evil doers” are the victims. The masterly 
deceit, so succesfully accomplished by both the ancient theologians and the translators, is due 
to the perfect fit, as already noted, of the theological concepts on the ancient popular legends. 

 
 

In column 7 the man , according to Allen, but as he interprets these lines as 

an he writes the following: 
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____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Let Thoth judge me and have the gods satisfied 
 

 
         wda                   wi              dHwty                Htp               nTrw 
        judge               me            Thoth            satisfy          gods 

 
Let Thoth judge me and the gods become content; (Allen) 

 

Regarding columns 23-27 Allen writes: 
 

 

Allen believes that the 

 Pg 142 

 
We may note the following; 

 

  He, Allen, is not sure whether it is the man speaking or the Ba. 

  Nowhere in the text is mentioned. 

 The Soul, who is “prodding” the man to death, is here asking the man to let the gods decide   

(either the Soul’s wish or the man’s wish, it makes no difference to Allen)

!  

So, the gods will decide whether the man’s (or Soul’s) wish for death is wrong while the man is 
still alive!!   

 
Nili Shupak wrote of the author of the “Dispute” text: 

Obviously, Allen regards the author of the “Dispute” text insane as well. 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Let Khons remove my defects and write me down as bearing Maat  

  

      
                               xnsw          Hr       =i                sS             m         mAat  
 remove defects           Khons     upon   me    write down      as       Maat 

 

May Khons defend me, he who writes truly. (Lichtheim) 

may Khons defend me, even he who writes truly; (Faulkner) 

Let Khonsu, who writes in truth, defend me. (Wilson) 

May Khons defend me: "A true scribe." (Nederhof) 

let Khonsu, who writes truly, intervene for me; (Allen) 
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As you will realize from the entry for the verb xsf   in Faulkner’s dictionary, the 
verb was made to mean defend in order to conform to the translation of the above passage. 
Please note the legend “Leb. 24” in the red box. Leb stands for Lebensmüden (tired of life) 
which is the epithet coined to the man of the “Dispute” by Adolf Erman. “Leb. 24” means the 24th 
column of the “Dispute” text. 
        

          
The blue boxes mark two more occasions where the verb  appears in the “Dispute” text. 
In column 143, where it means remove defects [Averting the ill (Faulkner) Punishing the crime 

(Lichtheim), punishing the misdeed (Allen),  above, in the dictionary extract… 
  

      
         Hr                     xsf                             iw n         
         by                driving out                   defect of                

 

… and in column 146, where the grammatical arrangement is also (as the case is with 

the column in question), it means refuses, opposes (prevented, according to Faulkner, 
barred from according to Allen). 

 
And, in any case, in column 30, appearing right below, the man says that it is sweet 
to have the gods removing what was hidden in my body, providing thus the 

meaning of the verb 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Let Ra who commands the solar bark hear my words             

 

     
     sDm            ra                   mdw           =i                sg                       wiA 
   listen         Ra                words     mine       command      the solar bark 
 

Let the Sun, who stills the sun-bark, hear my speech; (Allen)  
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Allen provides no explanation for this petition of the man, i.e. asking from the Ba not to decide 
himself but to let Ra hear his voice. 

The knowing one, rx-xt, of columns 145-147 is said to have agreed to Ra’s examining his 

speech and therefore what the man is saying here is that he also is a knowing one and that he 
welcomes Ra’s inspection of his speech. The author of the “Dispute” is here referring to the 
second judgment, the  the judgment of the words (speech, language).
___________________________________________________________________________                  
 
Let Isdes who is in the Hall of Judgment remove my defects  

      

   
       xsf                           isds                Hr        =i             m             
remove defects             Isdes             on       me          in     Hall of Judgment     

 
May Isdes defend me in the sacred hall, (Faulkner) 
Isdes defend me in the Holy Chamber, (Faulkner) 
let Isdes intervene for me in the sacred room (Allen)  
 
Sacred Hall, Holy Chamber, Sacred Room but no Hall of Judgment! 
Allen writes: 
 

 
 

Yet, he avoids reference to the Hall of Judgment. 

Here follows the entry for in Faulkner’s dictionary. 

 

  
 
Sacred and Holy as it contains gods, but why celestial? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Due to a lacuna at the lower end of column 28 no comprehensible translation is possible. 
  
For my need is as heavy as […]  for him to bear it for me. 
                

 

 
               [Hr] ntt                 sAr             =i             wdn              m         [……….]                
             because             need         mine      weighs     as                                      

                                                    need           I 

                                             needy man 
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                          fAi                    =f n              =i 
                      to lift            he  for          me 
 

For my suffering is [too heavy a burden to be borne by me (?)] (Lichtheim) 
[because] the needy one is weighed down with [the burden] which he has lifted up from me; 
                                                                                                                                                                         (Faulkner) 

For my need is heavy [to] to weigh it on my behalf. (Nederhof) 

since my need has become heavy and [there is] no one to lift to himself for me (Allen) 
 
It seems as if a justification is provided hereby for calling the Ba unable to ease misery in 

life, in column 18. The man’s burden is too heavy for the Ba to lift it and so it is fortunate that 
the gods can do it (as per line following).   
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
It is pleasant to have the gods removing what was hidden in my body. 

 

 
      nDm                       xsf                  ntr(w)                  StAw                  Xt        =i 
    sweet                drive away            gods                 secrets           of body   mine 
 

The isft  defects of the body were actually “hidden” since they were only revealed 

during the procedure of the judgment by the assessor gods. Neither the man nor the Ba knew 
whether the man indeed suffered from these defects. 
The defects were considered as having been driven away because that is the norm for the 
mortuary texts. People were buying texts prepared by the priests which were guaranteeing the 
removal of the defects and therefore survival, according to the legend and, as a result, eternal 
life according to theological teachings based on the legend 
 

May it please that the gods repel my body’s secrets! (Lichtheim)  

It will be pleasant that the gods defend the secrets of my body. (Shupak) 

it is pleasant that the gods should ward off the secret (thoughts) of my body. (Faulkner)  

Pleasant would be the defense of a god for the secrets of my body. (Wilson)  

It is pleasant that the gods should eliminate the concealment of my body. (Nederhof)  
The gods’ barring my belly’s secrets would be sweet, (Allen) 

 

Allen supports Faulkner’s rendering: ward off the secret (thoughts) of my body, because to 

him . 
 

Column 24: Let Khonsu, who writes truly, intervene ( ) for me; (Allen) xsf
Column 26: Let Isdes intervene ( ) for me in the sacred room (Allen) xsf
 
Therefore, according to Allen’s rendering, in columns 24 and 26 the man was asking from gods 
Khonsu and Isdes to intervene for him to the judging gods so that they would agree to the  

man’s  
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What my Ba said to me:  “Aren’t you an ordinary man? 
 

 
 Ddt.n    n=i             bA            =i                     n        ntk         is         s 
said to me           Ba        mine               not    thou  indeed  man? 
                                                                                  Τhe answer “yes” is expected. (Grammar §491.3) 

 
"Are you not a man? (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 

what my soul said to me: “You are not a man, (Allen) 

 

Allen writes that to Sethe it is social inferiority that is implied here; which is certainly right.  
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

        Are you pray an Ankhti? 
 

                    
         iw          =k                 tr                    
         are        you            pray            an Ankhti  
                                                          a “Viable” 

                                                       a god by birth 
                                                                Ηere the answer “no” is expected. (Grammar  §491.3) 

Are you not alive? (Lichtheim & Shupak)          
Indeed you are alive, (Faulkner) 
Art thou… whilst thou livest? (Wilson) 

You are alive, (Nederhof) 

even though you are alive. (Allen) 

 

 According to the Wörterbuch the term   is used basically for “the living ones”, as 
contrasted to the deceased, but it is also used for “the men” in general. 

However, when used as a noun: , the Ankhu    it refers only to the 

aristocracy, the patricians, the gods (  born Ankh or Ankh by birth was an  

epithet for gods and Kings). Thus, the expression , provide with life the 

Ankhu refers to a part of the humanity and not to all men alive, as it also happens with the 

expression , the Ankhu upon earth, which obviously refers to those gods that 

are on the earth (there were gods in , , the place of the cool waters, 

in imntt  , the West (bank) and also in  , ,   , the residence of the 

heavens). 
 

, means the city of the Ankhu and , the house of the Ankhu. 
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Osiris is called , ,  Lord of the Ankhu (The Egyptologists teach that 

Osiris is the “God of the Dead” but translate this title of him as “Lord of the living”).   
 
 

, , means thou art an ankh (now) as , , means thou art 

come. “You were not here before”, “You were not an Ankh before”. 

 

Here follows an example with the term , pure, clean (old perfective ): 
 

Pyr. §837     

                     wab             =k                wab             kA =k 
                    pure          thou             pure           ka  thy            
                                             
Translated by James Allen:  become clean, let your ka become clean 
 
 

Pyr. §839      

                        wab                 kA =k 
                  pure thou art                 pure              ka  thy            
                                         
 

Translated by James Allen:  you are clean, your ka is clean 
 
 

A person who was not an , , could be recognized as such by the tribunal, by the Ankh

judging gods, and be then called an  Ankhti.

The gods belong to the  race by birth. A passage in the Coffin texts, in Faulkner’s 

translation, reads: 
 
 

Thus said Atum: Tefenet is my living daughter, and she shall be with her 

brother Shu; ‘Living One’  is his name.                             (The Coffin Texts, Spell 80 §32b) 
           

Said Atum         

                         sAt           =i           pw         anxt t(i)          tfnt 
                     daughter     mine          is          Ankhti         Tefnut 
       
     _____________________________________________________________________   
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     wnn      =s         Hna               sn          Sw            anx         rn        =f  
     exists   she       with    (her) brother       Shu           Ankh     name      his 

 
Tefnut is not the living daughter of Atum;  Atum had no dead daughters for a distinction to 

be required. And Shu is not a Living one; his name/identity/title is Ankh, a word that could 

have been used to name those who were gods by birth.  

Since the term viable in Egyptian was most probably based on the root  , life, and 

differed from the term living only in the non-appearing in the script vowels, it is best for the 

translation to distinguish between all people alive and those deserving the epithet  or 

by calling them viable. Moreover, those found pure by the judging gods were actually deemed 
viable since the non-pure ones were exterminated. 
God by birth is also an appropriate translation since there is no word bearing that meaning. 
Most gods were gods because they had been recognized as such at the Judgment, but they 
were actually the offspring of a father who was a god and a mother who was a non-god. 
It was said of the Pharaoh Teti that he lived on his fathers…   
 

                                       

                                                 it(w)                =f 
                                               fathers              his 

 
 

…who were gods, and that he fed on his mothers…  

                  

                                 

                                    mwt(w)  =f 
                               mothers   his 
 
…who were non-gods. His god fathers, however, were supposed to have been born by a 
goddess mother thus having both parents of the race, tribe, clan, group or family of the gods.  
 

A sentence, in spell 875, VII 82 of the Coffin Texts, reads in Faulkner’s translation: I go out 
into the day in my living shape.  
 
 

  
    pri           m        hrw       m           irw        [i]          anx 
 pass       into    light      in        form     [mine]   Viable 

 

 , , therefore is, in this case, a term naming certain form, certain appearance of the ankh
man.  
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Since , Passing into light  means Being vindicated 
the above sentence should be read as I am vindicated in my ankh form.   

 
 
One more phrase worth mentioning is a formula familiar from letters to the dead which is found 

in Spell 825, VII 26, of the Coffin Texts:  
 

Your conditionn is that of an Ankh       
 

       

         iw          xrt            =k         m          anx  

       is       condition     yours      as          Ankh 
 
The goal of the man in the plot of the “Dispute” text is to be recognized as a Viable, to be 
given the title of Viable. He believes that he deserves that title but, as he knows that he 

can only have it through the procedure of his personal judgment, he cannot answer “yes” to the 
second question above and, apparently, that is the reason for the Ba asking him next why is he 
bothering with Viability, with the status of the aristocrats, in the way that men of wealth do:  

 
 

What do you gain by being concerned about high standing like a 
possessor of wealth? 
 

 
    ptr           km    =k           mHy         =k      Hr         anx         mi     nb           aHaw 
what is    profit yours       being       you  about     Ankh       as    lord      of wealth     

                                      concerned                       status 
 

What do you gain by complaining about life like a man of wealth?  (Lichtheim) 

What do you gain when you worry about life like a possessor of wealth?  (Shupak) 

but what do you profit? yet you yearn for life like a man of wealth?  (Faulkner) 

What is thy goal? Thou art concerned with [living] like a possessor of wealth?  (Wilson) 

What do you achieve if you are concerned about life like a possessor of wealth? (Nederhof) 

What is your gain, if you will care about life like an owner of riches…(Allen) 

 

Allen is of the opinion that the short speech of the Ba (col. 30 to 33) was not an actual speech 
and that it was only cited by the man and thus he regards that the above passage continues.  
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I said “I will not get away (from it; from the judgment)      
 

  
      Dd  =i             n            Sm             =i          
    saιd I          not     go away         I   
 
I said: “I will not go (Lichtheim)  

I said: “I have not gone, (Faulkner) 

I said: “I have not departed (Wilson) 

…who says, ‘I have not gone,’ (Allen) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
is that (the chance to improve one’s social status) to be neglected?  
 

 

      iw           nfA                r            tA 
     is          that              to     the ground 

 
as long as this is neglected. (Lichtheim) 

(even though) that is on the ground. (Faulkner) 

As long as these things are neglected. (Wilson)  

when all those are down? (Allen) 

 

In column 37 (see below) nfA, that, refers to the West.   
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Assuredly, by running away there would be no assembling for you.             
 

         
        nHmn tw                 Hr                 tfyt                        nn                   =k 
assuredly   you          by          running away           not          assembling you 

 
surely, if you ran away, you will not be cared for (Lichtheim) 

Indeed, you leap away, but you will not be cared for.  (Faulkner) 

He who carries (men) off forcibly will take, without caring about thee  (Wilson) 

In fact, you are being uprooted, without considering yourself, (Allen) 

 

In this case Allen agrees with the above transcription but he is capable of justifying any 
translation that he sees fit, either it makes sense or not. 
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 is one more word that acquired one additional meaning so that the translators can justify 
their renderings. 
 
In this context (mortuary literature) assembling or reassembling is the expression used for the 
transformation of the common man into a viable, a god. Parts of the body of the man are 
considered as having been substituted by parts of gods’ body or that the man is assembled or 
reassembled with members of gods’ body. In other words, there would be no assembling 

for you means you would not be transformed into a god and as only the judging gods 
can realize the transformation, he who skips judgment, he who runs away from judgment, loses 
his chance for transformation. 
____________________________________________________________________________  

 
Every prisoner says:   “I will seize you, 
 

   
       xnri                 nb         Hr         Dd            iw     =i        r           iTi       =k 
   prisoner          every     on    saying         am    I       to       seize    you 
 
Every criminal says, I shall seize you“ (Lichtheim) 

Every prisoner says: I will take you,  (Faulkner) 

(like) any criminal saying I shall carry thee off, (Wilson)                                                                                   

while everyone deprived is saying, ‘I shall rob you,’ (Allen) 
 

The man, as an  , is a prisoner himself.  The s had to pass through gates in order to 

go out into the light as viables . 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 for you are an mt but your identity (name) is that of a viable” 
 

   
  iw           grt             =k             mt           rn =k                 anx             
 are    moreover      you               name yours       viable  

 

Faulkner insists on suppressing the proper determinative sign   of the term   by 

transcribing as above: , and so does Allen . 
 

Though you are dead your name lives. (Lichtheim) 

but you are dead, though your name lives. (Faulkner) 

For thy (fate) is still death, (though) thy name may live. (Wilson) 

and you dead as well, while your name is alive. (Allen) 
 

It appears that the man is trying to convince his Ba by letting him know that his comrades, his 
co-prisoners, already recognize him as a viable and are jealous of him.  
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Allen is not aware of the fact that as long as he translates  as life and  as death, his 
translation would be wrong no matter all his philological verbosity.    

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Yonder is the place for settling down, the guide of the heart;  
the West is home. 
 

 
     st         nfA           nt          xnt              afd        nt      ib       dmi        pw       imnt 
  place    that        of         rest          lead      of  heart   abode     is       West 
 
 Yonder is a resting place attractive to the heart; the West is a dwelling place, (Faulkner) 

Yonder is a place of alighting, storage-chest of the heart. The West is a harbor, (Allen) 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________             

 

 

 
       Xnt                qs                     
    Voyage               ….. 

which the perceptive should be rowed to.” (Allen) 

 

Allen’s rendering of columns 30 to 38 
 

What my soul said to me: “You are not a man, even though you are alive. What is your gain, if 
you will care about life like an owner of riches who says, ‘I have not gone,’ when all those are 
down? In fact, you are being uprooted, without considering yourself, while everyone deprived is 
saying, ‘I shall rob you,’ and you dead as well, while your name is alive. Yonder is a place of 
alighting, storage-chest of the heart. The West is a harbor, which the perceptive should be 
rowed to.”  

 

If my Ba listens to me, (that) I [possess] no wrong figure 
 

  
      ir     sdm   n =i        bA        =i         n        […]      =i                             
    if  listens  to me    Ba    mine    not       …       I         wrong         likeness 
                                                                                                                                 image 

                                                                                                                                 figure 
 
If my Ba listens to me without malice (Lichtheim)                                                                         
If my guiltless soul listens to me (Faulkner) 
If my soul, which is innocent, will listen to me (Wilson) 
My soul should listen to me instead: I have no transgression. (Allen) 

 

The term has been totally obliterated by the translators by inventing one more new 

 meaning. Please see next line.

__________________________________________________________  
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(and) he agrees with me; he will succeed in reaching the West 

 

      
       ib =f         Hna  =i        iw  =f           r         mar 
 heart his    with me    iw =f  r mar = verbal construction he shall be successful                                     

                                                                                                he shall be happy                                                                     
 
its heart in accord with me, it shall be happy, (Lichtheim)  
and its heart is in accord with me, it will be fortunate, (Faulkner) 
and its heart agrees with me, It will be fortunate (Wilson) 

Should his heart be in accord with me, he will be fortunate, (Allen) 

 

The translators read as follows: 
 
 

            
                  Hna  =i twt             ib =f                
       in accord    heart his      with me 

 

 
 

Here follow the relevant entries in Faulkner’s dictionary. Please note that the meaning be in 
accord (red box) is derived from the translator’s rendering of column 40 (blue box). 
 

 
 

should be read as wrong, defect, of the image, of the figure. 

Allen, in order to justify his rendering, mentions a phrase in Wb 1, 484.11 
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Yet, when this phrase was first written down it meant … 

 

                   
         btA                          aA            n                  mt 
    defect                great     of          the mt 
                                                     the outcast 
 
Crimes, in the mortuary literature, are committed only by the gods and sins exist only in the 
imagination of the cunning ancient Egyptian theologians and the indifferent modern translators. 
 
The man is telling the Ba that his figure is free of defects and so he is in no danger of being 
killed by the judging gods. 
Translators refuse to acknowledge the fact that what Thoth was recording in the Hall of 
Judgment was the appearance of the people being judged. 
In Chapter 17 of the BOD in the Papyrus of Ani (plate 10, line 36), Ani has already been proclaimed 
pure by the judges and as he is afraid of no one any longer he exclaims: “Nobody can do 
any harm to me” and continues: 
 

..because I am among the followers of the Lord of All according to 

the records of the forms. 

  
 

              
       Hr   ntt            tw=ỉ           m                  Sms                  n               nb          r         dr                   
  because        am I     among    the followers    of       the lord   of     all 

 
 

        
                r                             sSw                   n                    xprw 
    according to       the writings      of          the forms 
   

 

The last word  , , forms, is a very well-known word and in is written here 

with two determinative signs, that of the mummy , which signifies likeness of shape, of form, 

and that of the papyrus cylinder , for the abstract notions.  

There is however the name of the god Khepri or Khepera, , , which is also based on 

the beetle sign for its spelling, but in order to confuse the two words  and , 
the last four signs of the former word should have been missing. The name of the god appears 
with various forms of writing but none justifies the confusion: 
 

 . 
 
The translators interpret the passage as follows: 
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….because I am among the followers of Neb-er-tcher according to the writings to Kheperu. 
(Budge) 
I am in the suite of the Lord of All at the edict of Khepri. (Faulkner) 

I am one of those who follow the Master, a keeper of the writ of Chepera. (Renouf) 

 

Thomas George Allen’s and Naville’s renderings prove that the texts have the word , 

, forms, but they both avoid the term forms.: 
 

for I am one of the followers of the Lord of Universe in accordance with the Book(s) of 
Transformations. (T. G. Allen) 
because he is a follower of the Lord of All by the writings for transformations (Naville)                                                                                                           

 
 
I shall make him reach the West like one of those who live in there 

 

             
   rdi   =i           pH     =f         imnt           mi         nty     m                              
  make  I          reach   he    the West       like      one in there                   
 
I shall make it reach the West like one who is (Lichtheim) 
for I will cause it to attain the West, like one who is (Faulkner) 
(Then) I shall make it reach the West like one who is (Wilson) 

for I will make him reach the West like one (Allen) 

 

Above (columns 40 – 41) the man said that if the Ba would agree with the man about the man’s 
form being the correct one, the Ba would be transferred to the West along with the man. Here 
the man describes the benefits of a Ba living in the West against those of a Ba who stays 
behind, in the East.  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

whose pyramid stands, a survivor, over his grave 
 

 
     mr         =f             aHa  n                       Hry-tA             Hr         qrs   =f    
pyramid   his        stands                survivor      over   burial his 
 
in his tomb, whose burial a survivor tends (Lichtheim) 
in his pyramid to whose burial a survivor attended (Faulkner) 
is in his pyramid at whose burial a survivor has stood (Wilson)  
in his pyramid, to whose burial a survivor has attended. (Allen) 

                      

It seems that both the man’s and Ba’s chances to reach the West depend on the form,  

, of the man. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                   
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I will make a shelter over your corpse 

 

 
     iw         =i           r    irt                 niAi           Hr                XAt          =k   
    am        I         to    make      shelter       over          corpse    yours 
 
I shall make a [shelter] over your corpse, (Lichtheim)     
I will [...over] your corpse, (Faulkner)  

I will create a breeze [over] your corpse, (Nederhof)    
I shall make an awning over your remains, (Allen) 

  

The man, in this section, speaks directly to the supposed soul but the reference to the  
or the of the soul seems natural to the translators because to them reference is made to 
the remains of the body that contains the soul. In other words, the man is promising his own 
soul that after death he, himself, will erect a shelter over his own remains!! 
 

Those found to be non-ankh, not pure, not viable, the mts , were burned to death and their 

remains were thrown into a hole in the ground with nothing to mark the grave or, if we are to 
judge from the description in columns 64-67, the corpses were thrown into the river.  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

so that you will make envious another primitive Ba  
 

 

 
             sDdm             =k               ky           bA                 m                
  make envious     you       other       Ba          which is      primitive 
       
so that you will make envious another ba in weariness (Lichtheim) 

So that you make envious another ba which is weary. (Shupak) 
another soul envious in weariness. (Faulkner) 
scorn another soul as inert (Wilson) 

and you will make another soul in weariness envious (Nederhof) 

and you will make jealous another soul in inertness. (Allen) 

 

Allen understands inertness as “Zustand des nicht richtig Begrabenen” (Wb), The state of 
not properly buried which means that the soul of the not properly buried body remains will 
feel jealous of the soul with the properly buried body remains. He offers no information as to 
why is the man telling that to his soul or why some remains are cared for and some not. 
 

 

, or  ,  (the inert ones according to the dictionaries) was the 

appellation of the first people to be created and, as it seems, was used for those regarded as 

primitive savages. There is a passage in the Myth of the Creation where the term nnw appears 

as the name of the first people to have been created. The myth is written twice in the Bremner-
Rhind papyrus.   
The creator god says: 

 

   When I had come into being, being (itself) came into being, and all 
beings came into being after I came into being. Many were the beings 
which came forth from my mouth, before heaven came into being, before 
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earth came into being, before the ground and creeping things had been 
created in this place. I put together (some) of them in the Primordial 

Waters as . nnw

             
       Put together I      those in there      in the Primeval Waters           as            

 
 

I shall make a shelter that will be cool 

 

  
      iw  = i           r    irt            niAi           ix                 tm             =f          Hsw 
     am   I       to  make     shelter      then     be completely    it        cool      
  

it shall not be freezing  (Lichtheim) 

then you will not be cold, (Faulkner) 

now it must not be (too) cool (Wilson) 

I shall make an awning and it won’t get cold, (Allen) 
 

The phrase , if rendered as not it cold deprives the passage of logical meaning. The 

shelter is to provide shade and coolness. Moreover, the shelter will be built to make jealous 
another Ba who is without shelter and hot. 
 

The verb , depending on the case, may be a negative verb or it may mean be complete, 

perfect, be closed. 

, he does not hear, actually means he is finished (with) hearing (Grammar §343). 

Therefore , can be taken to mean (the shelter) is finished (with) cooling up. 

 
Here the shelter is to be erected for a soul which is alive so that it will not get hot under the sun. 
Which, according to the way of thinking of the translators, is a shelter that the man will erect for 
himself! 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

so that you make envious another Ba which is hot. 
 

 
           sDdm               =k          ky                 bA                nt                  tAw           
    make envious      you     other            ba           which is          hot 

 
and you will make jealous another soul who is hot. (Allen) 

 

Following the line of thinking of the translators we are to understand that what the author of the 
“Dispute” means here is that the man is telling his soul that he will erect a shelter so that he 
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would keep himself cool (no remains mentioned) and so his soul will make envious the soul of 
another man without shelter!! 
Why did the author of the text wrote such things? 
The answer of the translators to this question is: “because he was insane”!! 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
I shall drink water at the pond, I will heap up hay, (Nederhof) 
 

     

     swr     =i      mw     Hr                 bAbAt                            Tsy         =i          Sw[yt]  
 drink     I   water   in            water hole                   raise,      I           hay 

                                                                                 lift up      

I will raise up shade (Faulkner)                  Swi  means (be) dry,  Sw  means dry, dried 

over which I made a shade (Lichtheim)           Swyt means shadow, shade 

and shall… (Wilson)                          Raising up hay has to do with food but not so raising up shade. 
I will heap up hay, (Wilson)   
I will drink water at the flood and shall lift away dryness, (Allen) 

 

The man is no god to lift up dryness and thus provide food for men and… souls. 

     _______________________________________________________________________________ 

so that you make envious another ba that hungers (Lichtheim) 

 

          
       sD(d)m   =k    ky                         bA                nty               Hqr 
make envious  you other            Ba            who is       hungry  
   
and you will make jealous another soul who is hungry. (Allen) 

 

The… souls, were getting hot when staying in the sun and were going hungry when there was 
no food! No sex is mentioned in the “Dispute” but according to the translators’ understanding the 
souls were enjoying sex in the afterlife because, along with the plot of land and the house with 
garden and pool, they were also given a wife.  

 
 
Low class “humans” went hungry so much in the East as in the West because they are known to 
have been complaining that the gods made them eat excrements. Filth consuming is mentioned 
only scarcely in the Pyramid Texts but in those written on the Coffins the relative passages 
commence with Spell 173, continue in the next 46 Spells and they still occur sporadically 
beyond Spell 220. The following passage is from Spell 173 (III 48d). 
 

I will not eat for you this filth that came out of the hinder parts of the 
god. 

 

     nn                 wnm           =i           n =Tn                 Htp-kA             pw       
    not             eat          I        for you        excrement       this       
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                   pr                    m               pHwy                        r                nTr 
  coming out         from   hinder parts         of     the god 
  

According to the Wörterbuch (extract below) (satisfaction of Ka, relief) is a euphemism 

for “excrement of humans”…  Als Euphemismus für den Kot des Menschen 

 
                                      
 
 
 
 
But as you see above, in the passage from the Coffin Texts, the 
same euphemism is used for the excrements of the gods and, 
besides, in copy B3C of the Spell in question, the god Osiris is 
mentioned, instead of just “the god”. 
 
 
 

Wsir, Osiris 

 

 
 

 

               
 

If you hold me back as (an) mt in this present form 
 

 
       ir      ihm (him)          =k        wi        r       mt           m         pA             
     if     detain,            thou    me     as     mt          in       this,        form 
       hold back                                                                 present, 

                                                                                                            today’s 

But if you lead me toward death in this manner, (Lichtheim, Shupak) 

If you hold me back from death in this manner, (Faulkner) 

If thou delayest me from a death of this fashion. (Wilson) 

But if you restrain me from a death in this form, (Nederhof) 

If you prod me to death in that manner, (Allen) 
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The translators treat the word form, appearance, in exactly the same way they 

treated the word  form, appearance, in column 39 above. They are happy only 

with shapeless immaterial dead people and formless ghosts, souls and spirits.  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
you will not find your place in the West. 
 

 
   nn               gm        =k             xnt               =k         Hr       s       m          imnt      
  not            find     you        place          yours      on      it     in      the West 

 
you will not find a place to land on in the West. (Allen) 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Be patient, my Ba, my brother, until my new self is created  
 

 

    
          wAH       ib=k           bA       =i           sn =i       r        xprt              iwaw          =i 
         be patient         Ba     mine    brother until  created     successor  mine 

                                                                          mine 
 
Set your heart, my soul, my brother, until the heir has grown up (Allen) 
 

The man coming out of the Hall of Judgment is a new man, the successor (the 
assembled/reassembled one), the continuation of the man who entered the hall. In the next 

column he is regarded as a dual person ( ) and in column 83 the “successor” appears as a 
man who left his house and on his return was someone else. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

he will be offering, standing by the tomb at the day of burial 
 

 
      Drp.ty-fy        aHa.t(y)-fy             Hr          Hɜt                 hrw                  qrs 
    offering        standing           at     the tomb       the day         of burial 

 
who will attend to the tomb on burial-day (Allen) 
 
Offering and standing by the grave was obviously the duty of a respected person. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

satisfied by the abode in the land of the gods 

    

 
          sAy       =f                    Hnkyt                             nt          Xrt ntr 
  satisfied   he                   bed                            of      god’s land 

                                      abode                                    the West 
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having prepared the bier of the graveyard. (Lichtheim) 
that he may prepare a bier for the necropolis.(Faulkner) 
so that he may prepare the bed of the cemetery.(Wilson) 
will wish a bier at the necropolis.(Nederhof) 
and will transport a bed for the necropolis. (Allen) 

 

As regards the verb , which is rendered as to prepare, the following extract from 

Faulkner’s dictionary shows that the meaning to prepare bier was invented in order to conform 
to the translators’ understanding of the meaning of this particular phrase. 
 

        
The following extract is from Mark Vygus dictionary. 
 

 
 

Allen reads  , he transports, instead of  he is 

, but since neither Hnkyt  means bier nor satisfied means 

necropolis in this context, the sense of this line cannot be altered: the “transformed” man 
reached the West and was happy with his bed, his abode, in the West.   

 As shown below, in an extract from Wallis Budge’s dictionary, the word Hnkyt is translated as 

bed, couch, bed coverlet although the ideogram of the house  is also used as 
determinative sign. 
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People wanted to go to the West to live happily and also asked for their families to come and 
join them in the Neter-Khert, the land of the gods. 
The title of Spell 146, as it appears in Gardiner’s Grammar, reads: 
 

  
      dmD                      Abt                nt        s           n =f           m        Xrt nTr 
bring together      family            of     man     for him     in     Neter-khert 
 

To join a man’s family to him in the Necropolis. (Gardiner) 
 (Faulkner) Assembling a man’s family for him in the realm of the dead.

 

The man, however, the ancient Egyptian, did not mean to have his family visiting his grave in 
the cemetery, he meant that he wanted his family to go and join him there where he was living 
happily. 
 

Written in full the term Neter-khert  appears thus:  
 

                                   
                              nTr                     Xrt 
                                Neter                    Khert                               
                           god         land possessions   
  

 

Faulkner’s dictionary:  
 

Vygus’ dictionary:  
 

 
 
In the case of the term Neter-khert refference is made to land ( ) possessions of the gods. 
The famous share of the gods known from the ancient Near Eastern literature (Israel was the 

share of Yahwe, according to Deuteronomy 32:8-9) so the papyrus roll (for abstract 
notions) determinative sign was substitured by the ideogram for the land . 

Another name for the Land of the gods is… Land of the  god    
 

 
 nTr         tA                    tmm                   xnd             =f 
god     land                 not               trodden          it 

 
the god’s land which has never been trodden (Grammar, pg. 263. Urk. Iv. 344) 

 

Lands of the gods on which humans could not tread on were Mount Olympus of the ancient 
Greek legends and the Cedar Forrest in the “Epic of Gilgamesh”, but not so the West bank of 
the Egyptian mortuary literature. 
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The gods were moved progressively from their home land in the West bank, to the top of the 
mountains and eventually to their present habitat in the “Abode of heavens”. 
 

https://www.academia.edu/6955695/The_making_of_heavenly_gods    

 

The Coffin Texts,  Spell 134 
  

Spell for sealing a decree for a man concerning his family. 

 

     
      r  n               xt                      wD     n              s                Hr                 Abt -f 
spell for     sealing              decree  for       man     concerning       family his 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
               I came to you, lords of manifestations 

          

         ii.n        =i          xr            =Tn          nbw                       xaw 
       came      I       near         you        lords     of manifestations 
 

The gods called “lords of manifestations” are the assessor gods who decide on the form on 
which the man being judged is manifested, i.e. the form which they see in the man presented to 
them (the shade of his skin, eyes and hair color and his built in general). 
For the man speaking, the lords of manifestations issued a favorable verdict so he was 
transferred from East to West and is now in front of them talking to them and asking for a 
command to be issued so that his family is given permission to come and live with him in the 
West.  

 The Lady of manifestations nbt xaw , as 

the term appears written in copy G2T and P.Gard II 
(see table on the left) is the Mother who provides the 
appearance to her children and it is natural and 
logical to mention her when asking for a proper 
appearance. Mentioning the Mother in this context 
(after judgment) is wrong and it only proves that the 
scribes did not entirely understand the passages 
they were copying.       
The scribe of copy G2T was of the opinion that the 
Lady of appearances was to be mentioned in this 
Spell but made the mistake to write “I come to you 

(plural ) instead of “I come to thee (singular
), and he or someboidy else made the correction 

afterwards  , but they were simple scribes and in 
no position to know the difference betrween “Lords 
of appearances” and “Lady of appearances”.   

https://www.academia.edu/6955695/The_making_of_heavenly_gods
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The determinative sign for the “Lady of appearnces” is  the ideogram of a male god  wearing 
the characteristic beard. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

So that you may give an order to the great one of the assessors 

 
          wD                         Tn                n wr                       imy                    DAt  
    make a command    you   to the great one          among      the assessors 

 
The great one of the assessors is Thoth, the god presiding at the judgtment. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

for a decree to be sealed concerning this family of mine. 
 

 

         
        Xt             wD                 Hr                 Abt             =i               tn 
      seal          decree         concerning         family         mine            this 

 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__ 
 

I came today from an island belonging to the torrid region (the East) 

 
   ii n       i           m    min               m               iw               n(y)-s(y)               nsr  
came     I            today             from     island          belongs     torrid region       

 
I have come here from the Island of Fire (Faulkner) 

 
The man arrived to the West from the East, which is described as a land parched with the heat 
of the sun (The Ba who will remain in the East will be hot and jealous of the Ba who will be 
transferred to the West).  
 
 
.  
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 A portion of land was found for me in the regions that the great one 
took possession of. 

 
 gmi          n =i       psS         m         r(w)            m        nw      n         aA              iti 
found    for me   portion     in     openings        from  these   that   great one   seized  

                         of land            of caves etc.             

 

 copy “P. Gard II” has regions, towns, instead of openings. 

 
and a share has been found for me in the mouths of those great ones who take. (Faulkner)  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Thoth said to me: 
 

       
       iw              Dd.n         DHwty            r         =i 
  is what        said     Thoth         to      me 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

“The decree which is given to you is sealed”. So said he. 
 

      
         Xt            wD          rdi.n      n =k        xrw        =f 
    sealed   the decree      given    to you     said      he 
 

 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

This is a good decree, a good document, 

 

     
     nfrw          sw           wD          pn               sS                  pn       nfr 
    good       it is      decree     this      document        this     good 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 that the Lord of appearances gave to my family.

    
        n         nbt                   xaw                       ddt                 abt          =i 
       of     Lady     of appearances             gives          family     mine 

 
 Of the other two copies of this passage, G2T has Lady and S2C has Lord but the 
determinative sign, present only here in S1C, is that of the male god ideogram.  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 I manage my lands according to the land register of this my district.  

 

  
   sSm         AHt         =i           r                   xt                n          Hwt          =i       tn      
govern   lands   mine   according  land register    of     district    mine   this 
 
 

Resulting translation of Spell 134 
 

Spell for sealing a decree for a man concerning his family. 
I came to you, lords of manifestations so that you may give an order to the great one 
of the assessors for a decree to be sealed concerning this family of mine. 
I came today from an island belonging to the torrid region (the East). 
A portion of land was found for me in the regions that the great one took possession 
of. 
Thoth said to me: “The decree which is given to you is sealed”. So said he. 
This is a good decree, a good document, that the Lord of appearances gave to my 

 family.
I manage my lands according to the land register of this my district. 
 
Plots of land, documents of decrees officially sealed, registers of land, local land administration 
and, finally, peasants who manage to bring their families to live with them in the land they 
recently acquired, constitute Neter-Khert as it was understood during the Old and Middle 
Kingdoms. 
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…55 My Ba opened his mouth to me, to 56answer what I had said: 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

“If you mention burial of bad flesh, 
 

      
  ir                 sxA     = k                    qrs  n                  HAt                       ib
 if          mention you                burial of              bad           flesh     

                                                                                             

 
If you think of burial, it is a heart break. (Lichtheim) 
"If you think of burial, it is a sad matter; (Faulkner) 

If thou art thinking of burial, that is heart’s distress. (Wilson) 
'If you would call burial to mind, it is heartache,(Nederhof) 
As for your bringing to mind burial, it is heartache; (Allen) 

 

 

Allen reads   , instead of  which he translates as 

heartache. 

With or without the initial n the particular word means “bad-flesh-people”. Above, it is their 

death, their burial, mentioned while in the “Admonitions of Ipuwer” we read of their creation. 
Ipuwer, who regards himself an aristocrat (a god actually) is lamenting the defeat of his people 
by their slaves. To Ipuwer, responsible for his misery is the creator god who created the low 
class people to be used as slaves. He recognizes, however, that giving birth to them was 
necessary.  
 

But since giving birth to “men” was desired, bad-flesh people were 
created and needy people are everywhere. (12.3) 
 

                 
                   Abb   tw                        mst               r               =sn                   Xpr         
Since  it was desired        give birth     to        them     bad-flesh people    created 
                                                                                                        to men 
 

(Gardiner) 
But since giving birth is desired, grief has come (Lichtheim) 

 
 

 
                                           Hr         wAt           nbt 
     needy men                  on     road     every 
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Gardiner) 
and misery is everywhere. (Lichtheim) 

 

The question mark in Gardiner’s translation seems to reflect the fact that in the Ipuwer text 

the suffix pronoun =sn,   (they, them, their) is always followed by the plural strokes . 

It is therefore regarded that in this case sn is not a suffic pronoun and that the phonetic “n” 

belongs to the compound leaving the following sentence to be translated:  
 

                                                 
               Abb   tw                        ms(w)t             rs                             Xpr         
Since  it was desired     give birth    indeed (?)                               created 

                                                                                                                                                                     grew up 
 

It is known that giving birth to the rebelious slaves is meant. Their birth was unavoidable and so 
the and people were created; who caused devastation, not just sadness.   
 

The words and  are mentioned in the following extract from Alan Gardiner’s book “The 
Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage”, pg. 82  

 
 

Here follows the sentence where occurs: 

 

No spark in the eye of the “bad-flesh-man” 
 

                           
   n          sSr                  irt         nt                 nHA-ib 
no      shine  in the eye     of            man 

 
Translating out of context is not wise but it is known that the non-gods were regarded weary, 
slothful, tired, inert and generally not full of vitality. 
   
And here follows the sentence where the term  occurs:

 
Remove lament (defect) from needy-man 
 

                        
   .n                  iw                 n             sAry 
remove       lament         of      needy-man 

 

The virb   is used when reference is made to the removal of isft, Dwt and other defects. 
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Therefore the word iw , defect seems more appropriate than iw  

lament, in the above sentence. 
 

ib heart  is known as the symbol of the flesh being inspected during the procedure of the 

judgment. It is the one placed on the scales to be weighed against the feather of Maat which 
represents the pure flesh of the gods. If the man being inspected is found to be with Maat in his 

body, then that was a good, healthy ib, If, on the contrary, the man is found bearing isft, then it 

was a sick ib the one that was put on the scales. 

 The determinative sign  of the word HAt , bad, sick, is the symbol of the sick flesh. 

 
 
it brings tears to the eyes, it is like making a man miserable   

  

    
    pw       init          rmyt           pw        m                     sind                   s 
  this  brings    tears       it is    like      make miserable     a man 
 
it is bringing tears by saddening a man; (Allen) 
 
In this speech of his the Ba is using parables to show what happens to those who attempted to 
elevate themselves above their “proper” social level. In this, first one, the man is made 
miserable not by his own decision but by the person’s (obviously his Ba’s) who took him from 
his house and made him go to where he did not belong to, or should not go to yet, or did not 
want to go. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

by taking him from his house and sending him to the  location  

 

    

      Sdt             s          pw       m        pr=f          xAa             Hr             qAA 
take away  man     this     of   house his   throw          on         qAA location 

 
it is taking a man from his house, he being cast on the high ground (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 
it is taking a man out of his house (so that) he is left on the hillside (Wilson) 

it is taking a man from his house, left on a hill.(Nederhof) 

it is taking a man from his house so that he is left on the hill: (Allen) 

The term qAA in order to have meant high ground, hillside, it should have been 

written thus:  ;  accompanied by the ideogram for the hill-slope . 

 The sign , which determines the word qAA above  (Allen agrees with this 

transcription) is the ideogram for irrigation canal, irrigated land and, as per Alan Gardiner, it is 

clearly a mere differentiation of the earlier determinative sign  for mr, channel filled with 

water, excluding thus any sense of height. 
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The legend reads” Der Hügel u.ä. The Hill and similar. 

 

The determinative signs used are hill slope, , staircase,  land and, land at water level.  

Later the word appeared as qAnr (a noun derived from a phrase, iterally qAn r mr) during the 

Middle Kingdom and as qAr iwt mr in Dynasty 21, at the end of the New Kingdom period.  
 

 
 

Boden o.a.  

In Verbindungen wie: 

auf den Boden werfen u.ä. 

(von Leichen die aus den Gräben gerissen werden; von ausgesetzten Kindern u. ä.) 
 

Ground, soil, floor, bottom, or similar. 
In phrases such as:  

throw on the floor, etc. (of corpses torn out of graves; of abandoned children 

etc..) 
 
The legend in the red box reads: older  “height, altitude”. 
In the blue box is the term  as if had evolved in Dynasty 21.  
This younger term occurs four times in the “Admonitions of Ipuwer” text in the following 
passages. 
 
4.3 Forsooth, the children of princes are dashed against the walls. 

.(Gardiner) 

 (Parkinson) 

 (Lichtheim) 

.(Wilson) 
.(Shupak) 
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4.3       
                 msw           nw                              ditw           Hr                    qAn  r  mr 
          children      of         neck       are placed     on            location

 

According to Gardiner… “

The passage in 5.6 reads: 
 

5.6    
           msw           nw                                 ditw          Hr                 qAn rw mr 
    children      of        prayer (?)    are placed  on           location

In column 16 (above, page 23) the term occurs in the sense of the person doing the 
“praying”: 
 

He must stand on that side as an advocate does. 
 

      
         aHa  =f            m      pf          gs mi      ir n            
   stands   he           on    that       side as      does      an advocate  

   
Someone in a position to defend a person by conversing directly with the gods (praying) is a 
person of high standing. Therefore, it seems that what is Ipuwer complaining about is that the 
children of those who were once conversing with the gods are now placed by the rebellious 
slaves there where the children of the slaves were once placed.  
   
the possessors of tombs are driven out on the high ground. (Gardiner) 

 

        nbw                               wabt                                  dr                 Hr                        qAn  r mr
the lords   of the pure place dwellers   are expelled      to         locations

 
 
Indeed, those who were in the place of embalming are laid on high ground, (Gardiner) 

 

 
         wn         nw         m                       wabt                 ditw          Hr                       qAn r mr 

                were   those    into        the pure place   placed    on  locations
 
Ipuwer relates (and laments) the downfall of the regime of the gods and therefore no embalming 
is involved. 

In all instances the term, either as qAA or as qAnr, is determined by the ideogram for land at 
water level. 
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In the “Dispute” text a commoner was taken to the qAA location and lost his life for having been 
taken there directly from his house; with no preparation, obviously, for what he was about to be 
confronted there with. 
In the Ipuwer text members of nobility were taken to the qAA location, which is presented by the 
author as something out of the normal (as everything else that was happening because of the 
rebellion). 
The place where commoners were taken and killed and where the pure ones (the ) should 
not go back to (since they had already acquired their status of “pure one”) seems to be the 
location where the judgment was taking place.  
The names by which that location is known are all of them of theological origin:  
 

, Holy Chamber, as above, page 33.  

 

    , Hall of judgment. 
 

Hall of dual maat. 

 

 

 
 

In the Pyramid texts the waters that the vindicated had to cross in order to be transported from 

East to West, i.e. the water on which the ferry-boat was floating, was called , the 

channel ,  . 
 

The miserable man of this little story was taken from his home to the  location by his 

superior. The man failed (he was found to be bad flesh), and so the tears were not for the burial 
but for the loss of the man who would have survived if he had not been taken from his home to 

the qAA location. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

and thus you will not go up to see the light of the sun (the West) 

 

    
    nn          pri              n=k           r - Hrw                  mAA    =k                ra 
  not         go           thou            up                to see  you         the sun                  
  

you won’t be able to go up and see Suns. (Allen) 
 

The above sentence is apparently a poetic variant of the well-known phrase , prt m hrw

passing into the light,  meaning, in this context, “you, for 

mishandling the man, lost the West”. 
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The plural strokes after the word ra,   are attached to the symbol of the god and they 

probably mean the shining, full of light, gods, but we know that what is actually meant is the light 
of the West. Allen writes as follows: 

 

Whose idea is the… ?  of course!!  
 

Allen, as expected, has no explanation to offer for this little story in which taking a man from his 
house results in bringing tears to the eyes. 
 
Next, the Ba gives an example of what happens to those who managed to elevate themselves 
to the status of god. 
_____________________________________________________________________________   

 

Those who built in granite, halls 
 

 
         dqw                   m        inr   n                  mAt               xws                   
     builders              in     stone  of            granite          halls 
 
Those who build in stone of granite,  the construction finished (Allen) 

 

Allen reads  xws  as xws  qn  the construction finished but at this point the meaning of the 

parable cannot be altered and therefore the change proposed is of no importance. 

______________________________________________________________________  

 
of beautiful pyramids of  good construction,  
 

      

      m         mr                  nfrw            m                kAt                     nfrt 
     of    pyramids       beautiful      of       construction          good 

 
fine pyramids as fine works— (Allen) 
___________________________________________________________________ 
when the builders change into gods, their scepters are destroyed 
 

       
                  sqdw                 nTrw                                iry          wSw       
change       builders      into     gods               scepters    of them   destroyed,  
 

                                                              = change into (concise dictionary, page 188) 

when the builders have become gods their offering stones are desolate (Lichtheim)  
when the builders became gods their stelae were destroyed, (Faulkner) 

as soon as the builders have become gods their offering stones are as bare, (Wilson) 

when the builders became gods, their altars were bare, (Nederhof) 

once the building commissioners become gods, what are dedicated to them are razed, (Allen)  
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The phrase “become gods”, that the translators prefer, suggests a ritual transformation: the 
deceased became a god!! 
The phrase in the text reads “change into gods” and it means an actual change of man into 

god, i.e. by naming a man a god (the primitive nny is recognized as an ankhti) . 

 
With regard to scepters , which the translators turned into offering stones, stelae and altars, 

(to Allen the word is not a noun at all) they are scepters indeed, emblems of authority, as the 

determinative sign  clearly indicates (especially the  sceptre is well known as sign S42), 

which are held by real people: the builders who turned into gods but failed and the symbols of 
their power were broken. They lost power and were eventually killed, as per next line.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

like the primitives (and) the mts on mryt wharf when no one survives. 

 

 
 mi           nnw                   mt(w)          Hr         mryt       n            gAw            Hry - tA   
like   the primitives (and) the s       at     Mryt wharf  for        lack        of  survivor 
                                                                   Mryt Channel 

                                                                   Mryt location 

 

as if they were the dead who died on the riverbank for lack of a survivor (Lichtheim) 

like the weary ones, who are dead on the riverbank without a survivor (Shupak) 
like the weary ones who died on the riverbank through lack of a survivor (Faulkner)  

as (those of) the weary ones, the dead on the dyke (Wilson) 

like those of weary ones who are dead on a riverbank for lack of a survivor. (Nederhof) 
like the inert who have died on the riverbank for lack of a survivor, (Allen) 

 

The weary ones or the inert who “have died”, they were, according to the translators, already 
dead before they… died (according to Allen, above column 44, inert were called those whose 
corpses were not properly buried), but here they are clearly considered persons living who later 
died.  
 

The “fake” gods ended up dead as the nnw and the mts, because such they were; only 

disguised as gods! 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Carried by the current and burned by the sun (the corpses) 
 

 
        iTi.n                     nwy              pHwy =f             Axw             m mitt           iry      
   carry off               flood            end its         sunrays     likewise     thereof 

 
the waters having taken his end, or Sunlight similarly— (Allen) 

 _____________________________________________________________________________________________   

the fishes talk to them with wet lips. 

 

 
       mdw                    n =sn                rmw                         spt(y)         n   mw         
     speak              to them         the fishes                 lips         of  water 
 
they to whom the fish and the lip of the water speak. (Allen) 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Listen to me! Look, it is good to listen to people. 

 

   
    sDm        r =k       n =i          mk             nfr                   sDm          n          rmT 
 listen      you    to me     behold    it is good        to listen     to       people 
 
Listen to me, as it is good to listen to people! (Shupak) 

Listen to me, as it is good to listen to people! (Nederhof) 

Listen to me! It is good for people to listen. (Lichtheim) 
Listen to me; behold it is good for men to hear. (Faulkner)  
Listen to me. Behold, it is good for men to listen. (Wilson) 

Listen, then, to me: look, listening is good for people. (Allen) 
 
Either “it is good to listen to people”, or Allen’s “listening is good for people”, the person 
speaking (the supposed soul of the man) is including himself to speaking people who should be 
listened to. 
 
listening is good for people. 
________________________________________________________________________________         
 

Enjoy the day and forget worries. 

 

 
      šms           hrw             nfr             smx            mH 
   follow         day           nice          forget      worries 

 
Follow a good time, forget care. (Allen) 

 

The man’s worry is his imminent judgment and the social climbing he is dreaming of. The Ba is 
constantly advising the man to skip judgment, forget worry, accept his present condition of an 

mt  and live with him in the East. 

_____________________________________________________________________________                   

 

A peasant ploughed his plot of land and loaded 

 

 
 iw          nDs              skA    =f               Sdw =f            iw =f         ATp 
 is      commoner    ploughs he       plot of land his      is he      loading 
 
A little man plows his plot, and he loads (Allen)  
  

Here begins a parable which ends with the killing of some children for not being ankhti   
 

People owning a plot of land to plow and harvest, as well as a home and a wife, were people 
who had passed through the judgment successfully and were already living in the West. 
As the narrative begins, therefore, the peasant (commoner or little man) is in the West.  

__________________________________________________________________ 
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his harvest into a boat. He towed the boat 

    

      
       =f Smw              =f r                     Xnw                dpt              stAs                 =f    
  he the harvest    his to the         interior          boat          tows               he 
 
his harvest inside a boat, and drags (Allen) 

 

“Tow” is the word used when a boat, floating on a small channel, is pulled from a man walking 
on the bank.  
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
and sailed as delivery of goods collected was getting close.  
 

 
          sqdwt                                        =f                            tkn 
       sailing           goods collected/produced his          gets near  
 
He towed the freight. As his feast day approached. (Lichtheim) 
towing it when his time of festival drew near. (Faulkner) 

a sailing, his festival near. (Allen) 

 

does mean “Festival”:  

 

Das Fest. The Festival 

 
But the parable is not about festivities. 
In the red boxes the term  appears written exactly as in the “Dispute” text. 

 
Der Fang von Fischen und Vögeln. 

Gern neben  : Speise und Fangertrag,  
 

The catch of fish and birds.  
Often in combination with  : food and game.  

The glyph appearing in the writing of the term  is used as a determinative sign 

in some words naming festivals but it is also phonetic    
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The commoner, being a person of low social status, was brought to the West to work and 

provide for the , the pure ones, i.e. the  the patricians, the , the viables  and the 

 the gods.  What was getting close therefore, the ,  was most probably the date he had 

to deliver whatever he had managed to produce and collect besides the harvest from the land. 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
He saw the darkness of a coming northern storm 

 

   
    mAn  =f          prt                   wxt                nt                 mHyt             
  sees  he     coming          darkness         of         northern storm 

 
When he saw the darkening of a norther’s emergence, (Allen) 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
He kept an eye on the boat as the sun was running in and out (of clouds). 

 

 
        rs               m         dpt                 ra                Hr             
  watches        on       boat             sun             on       coming and going   

 
he watched in the boat as the Sun was going in, (Allen) 

 

The man is still on land watching how the boat behaves in the coming storm. 

Allen reads the sun going in and transfers  to the next clause. He is of the opinion 

that the phrase in question refers to the sunset rather than to the sun’s disappearance behind 
storm clouds, in spite of the fact that we are reading of a man about to face a storm and not 
about someone enjoying the colors of the sky during sunset.  

is an expression meaning, according to Faulkner, “come in and go out”, “come 

and go” (Concise dictionary pg. 49).  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

With his wife and children they met a misfortune in a channel 

 

 
    Hna         Hmt =f               msw         =f                                        tp          S 
  with   woman his       children   his    meet misfortune        on     channel 

 
(he) came out with his wife and children, and foundered on the lake (Lichtheim) 
with his wife and children, but came to grief on a lake (Faulkner)  

disembarked with his wife and his children, and they perished atop a depression (Allen) 

 

As he watches for the coming storm the peasant recalls an incident that happened in the East. 
The storm is never to be mentioned again. 
 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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closed and dangerous in the Dark-land at  location 
   

             
               Sn                         m                                 Xr                                    
            Closed,                     in         the Dark-land,        at     Mryt location                 

        dangerous ( )                        the East 

           lethal 

 

infested at night with crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 
infested by night with crocodiles. (Faulkner) 

ringed by night with riverbankers. (Allen) 

The pictogram of the crocodile  is used only to indicate that the two locations  and  

 were dangerous, even lethal, but no real crocodiles are involved. In order for this 
claim to be justified it is imperative that the end of this parable is reached. 
For the time being it suffices to point out that there is no verb “infest/infested” in the text. A 
misfortune took place in such and such locations. That is all that the text informs.  
 

 

  signifies night according to the dictionaries and so do all the translators render 

the term, no matter what the context.  
 

 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 211 §132 
 

Unis was conceived in the night, Unis was born in the night: (Allen) 
 

  

       iwr             wnis         m                      msi        wnis        m             
conceived       Unas       in                      born      Unas      in           

  

To say that the king was conceived and born in Egypt is reasonable, but saying that he was 
conceived during some night time and not during some morning time, it is not only 

unreasonable, it is outright ridiculous. Therefore, the term , in this context, names a place 

and not a time period (provided that some respect is shown to the memory of the author of the 
passage).  
Moreover, those who were conceived “in the day”, or worse, “by day”, are summoned to… give 
birth to the king who was conceived and born in the “night” (right below, Utterance 408). 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 408 §714 
 

Pepi is born in the Dark-land, come for Pepi is born 
 

    
   msi          ppi       pn        m                            my           msi        ppi 
is born    Pepi     this     in                             come     is born    Pepi 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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You two conceiving/conceived   in Light-land,  rouse yourselves and give 
birth to him.  
  

            
           iwr.t(y)                  hrw               Aw            Tn                msi             Tn         sw 
 you two conceived      light           rouse    you two     give birth      you    to him 

 
O you two who conceive by day, rouse (?) yourselves that you may give birth to me (Faulkner) 

You two whom the day conceives, extend yourselves and give birth to him (Allen) 
 

The phrase You two whom the day conceives is not as ludicrous as Faulkner’s O you two who 
conceive by day but it is entirely devoid of any possible meaning. Both phrases betray the fact 
that Faulkner and Allen have not the slightest idea of what the author of the passage wanted to 
convey.   
The sentence “Pepi is born, come and give birth to him” seems contradictory and meaningless 
but he who was born in the East, in the Dark-land, in order to survive judgment should have had 
a second mother or a foster mother who was a Westerner, born in the West, in the Light-land of 
the gods. 

The East, the land of darkness, is also called ,  .The little glyph (S21) 

signifies “tongue of land” and is used as a determinative sign in terms naming geological 
features of the earth. 

, , means night and darkness. 

 , or   is the name by which the people of the   
land were known. 
 

The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 419 §748c 

 
   

He of the night will not bow over Teti (Allen) 

 

Teti Pyramid :   
                         n           ksw                     xAwty                      Hr          tti 
                    not     bowing      he of   land       over      Teti 

 
 

The night-demon(?) will not bend over you (Faulkner) 

 

Merenre Pyramid:   
                                n                ksw                          xAwtw                    Hr          =k  
                          not         bowing           he of   land        over      you 
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 Faulkner’s gloss reads

In the Wörterbuch there are the following entries. 
 
 

 

Der Abendwanderer u.ä. ob richtig ? 
The evening walkers e.t.c. but is that correct? 
 

  

ob Personifikation des Todes ? 
Perhaps personification of death ? 
 
The Egyptologists are obviously obssessed with death while the ancient Egyptians were 
obsessed with dear life and how to preserve it.  
 

 And, finally, the word   darkness was also used to name the East, with   

 being the appellation of its people. 
 

                                            
                                      pr                      kkw 
                                the house    of the kkw people 
                                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.78, pl.25, line 5) 

The relevant passage translated by Faulkner reads as follows: 
 

Do not let him who has done me harm approach me, so that he sees me in the 
House of Darkness, and uncovers my weariness which is hidden from him. 

 

Weariness = mt status 
 

Those who live in the house of the people of “darkness” are the mts. 
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auch Haus (Ort, Land, u.ä.) der Dunkelheit. 
also house (place, land, etc.) of the darkness 
auch in Bezeichnungen von Göttern und Toten „die in der Dunkelheit sind“ u.ä.  
also in naming gods and the dead as "who are in the darkness" 
 
Normaly there should be no gods in the Land of Darkness but, as you will realize from the 
description of the Dark-land appearing below, there were Ankti persons there who were happy 
because they enjoyed sex pleasures (the “Bull” gods of the West who were inseminating the 
“Cows” of the East).  
 

The indicator of the dual number  , , seems to derive from the fact that  
also means twilight (both light and darkness). Note the ideograms of night and day used as 

determinative signs for the word  into the box below. 

 

The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch. 80, Plate 28, line 2 
 

Casting light into the darkness, is the uniting of the two ladies 
(Isis, Nephthys) who are in my body. 

 

                             
                             sSpt          m                                   smAt             
                 lightening    of           darkness      the uniting (is)                    

 

                                                       
                          rHty                        ỉmy                 Xt            =i 
                of the two ladies       who are in         body      mine  

 
…which gives light in darkness, which unites the two companion-godesses who are in my body 
(Faulkner) 
  
The uniting of night with day, darkness with light and Nephthys with Isis, has to do with the 
theme of the Dual Mother. 
 

https://www.academia.edu/7033776/Dual_Mother 

The proper ideogram for the word night is the one showing stars in the sky as it appears in 

the word  above . The word , , however, the proper word for 

night, is written with a broken and bound oar in the place of the star . 

The oar  is phonetic , voice and in combination with phonetic , thus , it  

reads   which is an epithet for the “vindicated” ones meaning whose voice is maa.  

A broken symbol of the voice most probably symbolizes the land of those whose voice is not 

maa. 

The inhabitants of the East, of the land, possessed no maa voice. An ingenious way in 

distinguishing between night  and  Dark-land. 

 

https://www.academia.edu/7033776/Dual_Mother
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In the Book of the Dead there is a description of this land of darknes. 

 
Words spoken by Ani: O Atum what is this I have come into.  

It is without water, it is without air, it is very deep, it is very dark, it is so 

boundless. 
He who is ankhti, however, is content here.     

 
There is no, moreover, there is no sexual pleasures here.  

Give me purity (make me an ankhti) in exchange for water and air, with love 

joys and contentment in exchange for bread and beer. 
So said he.  

   

   
Dd mdw     in            Any           i       itm         iSst            pw           SAs        =i       r       st          
words      by            Ani           O     Atum     what         is this       came       I       in      it                     

spoken    

 

The passage begins with words spoken by Ani and ends with the phrase so said he. It is not a 

dialogue, between Ani and Atum as per Faulkner, it is a monologue by the scribe Ani. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
                  

  
  iw       grt            n         mw        st       nn         TAw         st        mD.tỉ           sp sn   
  is   moreover  without   water     it    without     air         it      it is deep     very much     

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                            
     kktw-ti             sp sn             HHy.ti         sp sn        
   it is dark      very much     boundless    very much              

  

 

                 
      im       s        m  Htp ib             
who is ankhti       in       it       is contend   

      viable 
 

The reason for which the  are considered content in a place like that is explained by Ani in 

the lines following, where he is complaining about the lack of sex pleasures and wants to trade 
his water, air, food and beer for love joys. 
____________________________________________________________________________  
 

  
         n      iw          grt            nn           iri.tw            nDmmyt               im      s 
      there is no    moreover  there is no   making        love joys              in     it         

______________________________________________________________________________     

            

         
        rdi        n=i        Axw         m             iswy           mw              TAw 
       give     to me    purity       in     exchange for     water   (and) air 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

        
         Hna            nDmmyt                Htp ib              m            iswy 
        with           love joys    (and) contentment      in         exchange  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

          

        

                 
             t                 Hnqt               xr(y) fy  sw             
        for bread   (and) beer              so said   he     

                                                             (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 175, plate 29, line 9) 

 

In dynasty 18 the broken oar was replaced by a broken scepter  

 
 
On finishing (with the ordeal) he settled down (in the West). 
With broken voice he said: 
 
 

       
       Dr           .in =f         Hms(w)                psS  =f          m        xrw           Hr   Dd 
   ended       he   settled down      divides he        of      voice         speaks 

                                                                          with broken voice 
 
So, he ended up seated and spreading out by voice, saying, (Allen) 

 

The peasant did reach the West finally and now he is to give, with broken voice, an account of 
the ordeal. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

I do not weep for that mother, not for the one who passed to the West  
 

            
    n      rm      =i         n  tfA              mst         nn n=s                 prt        m          imnt 
 not  weep    I       for that      mother  not for her   (who)passed   to  the West 
  

I do not weep for that mother, for whom there is no coming from the West  (Lichtheim) 
I weep not for yonder mother, who has no more going forth from the West  (Faulkner) 
I am not weeping for that mother, (though) there is no coming forth from the West for her  
(Wilson) 

 do not weep for that mother, for whom there is no escape from the west (Nederhof) 
“I have not wept for that one who was born, though she has no emerging from the West (Allen) 
 

Analyzing ,   
 

 or  is the commonest negative word in hieroglyphic meaning not is …., it is not 

(the case that)….  
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 , she,her personal suffix pronoun 3rd person feminine. 
 

                otherwise             

   nn         n =s                           nn       =s 
  not       to her                      not     her 

 
So much the above cited renderings of the translators as those quoted by Allen in his book 
betray an absolute lack of any sense or meaning. Wilson wrote the following gloss: 
 

Allen mentions this gloss of Wilson’s by writing that 
Coming forth by day” is a meaningless phrase that the 

translators use instead of “Passing to the Light” which is quite meaningful once one knows that 
the East is called the Dark-land and the West is called the Light-land. 
 
Two women are mentioned (all translators agree on that point) but only the children of the one 
who remained in the East died. No woman is reported dead and, moreover, the Ba’s aim is to 
intimidate the man with the death of the non-ankhti children.    

__________________________________________________________ 
 

for the other one on land.  I am concerned  about her children 
 

 
  r             kt               Hr                         mHy         =i        Hr              msw       =s 
for  the other one    on       land    concerned  am I       for      children   hers 
   
for another being-on-earth. I grieve for her children, (Lichtheim) 

for another (term) upon earth;  I sorrow rather for her children  (Faulkner) 

for another (time) on earth. (But) I am concerned about her (unborn) children, (Wilson) 

for another term on earth; But I will grieve for her children, (Nederhof) 

to another one on earth. But I care about her children, (Allen) 
 

   means earth, as opposed to sky and land, as opposed to water. 

In this particular passage one mother boarded the ferry boat and was transported to the West  
and the other one remained behind, on land. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 

broken in the egg (killed young) by seen the face of god Khenty 

 

     
            sd.w         m       swHt         mA.w             Hr                          
         broken        in        egg          seeing            face    god Khenty 
  
who have looked in the face of the crocodile god  (Faulkner) 

who have seen the face of crocodile  (Lichtheim) 

who saw the face of the crocodile god  (Wilson)  
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broken in the egg, who saw the face of Khenti” (Allen) 

 

The crocodile pictogram  in the word   serves the same purpose as in 

the term mryt  above (column 75). God Khenty was the executioner, he was the 

killer god and mryt was the place where he committed his killings. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

they were not ankhti. 

 

    
        n             anx.t(i)                      =sn 
      not          viables                  them 

                            ankhti 
     

 before they have lived  (Lichtheim) 

 ere they have lived. (Faulkner) 

 before they had (even) lived  (Wilson) 

 before they lived.” (Allen)    
    

                                                                              
 

“They were not viable”! The Ba is constantly warning the man: “You may not be viable!”  

Khenty, , means  foremost, at the head of and it is a term that could name any class 

of people. A Ba appears as one at the head of his brothers and since a Ba could 

be a member of any social class a Khenty could be at the head of any class of people. 

Apparently, in this particular case the god Khenty  is at the head of the non-Ankhti ones. 

He is Ammit, , the crocodile-headed figure present at the Hall of Judgment, who is the 

executioner of the condemned non-Ankhti ones. 
 

           
 

 His name, ammt,  means Devourer of the mt. 
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                                                                                     Devourer        of the mt  

It should be noted that the phrase , ,  “they were not Ankhti”, in 

column 80 above, serves as a justification for the killing of the children: they were found to be 

non-Ankh and as a consequence they were killed as mt.  
 
The present speech of the Ba started with reference to the burial of bad flesh and this parable 
comes to an end by focusing on extermination of “bad flesh”. 
Next parable relates the case of an unsuccessful attempt to transform bad flesh into maat flesh. 

 
 

There was a commoner who wished to improve his social status 
 

       
 iw       nDs                  dbH           =f                                     
 is   commoner         requests       he                        status              

 

A man asked for an early meal, (Lichtheim) 

A peasant asked for a meal, (Faulkner)  

The poor man asks for an afternoon meal, (Wilson) 

 A commoner asks for dinner. (Nederhof) 

A little man asks for an afternoon meal, (Allen) 
 

 is the time of the day that contains light and darkness, but mostly light: 

 

 
alt vielleicht die Zeit zwischen Mittag und Abend 

old, perhaps the time between lunch and dinner  
 

          
abendstier als Name eines göttlichen Wesens 
evening animal, as the name of a divine being 

There is ka (vital power)  of the gods and ka of the men. Since a being with ka  is 

considered “divine”, the  status, that the man is requesting, is a high one. 

The Ba is using one more example, one more parable, to show to the man what happens to 
those with great expectations because this “commoner” eventually failed.     
_______________________________________________________________________ 
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His woman/wife told him “it will be at msyt ceremony”  
 

  
   iw       Hmt =f              Dd       =s         n =f           iw    r                msyt 
   is      wife his         says   she   to him      will be        msyt ceremony 

 
his wife said: “It is for supper!” (Lichtheim) 
and his wife said to him: 'There is .... for supper.' (Faulkner) 

(but) his wife says to him “It is for supper!” (Wilson) 

His wife says to him: "It will be supper." (Nederhof) 

and his wife says to him, “It will be supper,” (Allen) 

 

 
Ein Fest 

a). Ohne Zusatz (meist vor dem Sokerfest genannt) 

b). in der Verbindung: vor dem Fest der Osirisgeburt genannt. 

 
A ceremony  
a). Without additional information (usually written before “Sokar 
festival”)  
b). in the compound:   written before mentioning the feast of 
Osiris birthday.  
                                        _  
 

The sign  used as a determinative in the word msyt , appearing in column 81 

above, is indeed a determinative sign attached to such words as bread, cake, food 

offerings, but here it takes the place of the glyph  (Grammar pg. 532) which is a semi-

ideogram and determinative for the terms feast, festival; as the word appears written in the 

dictionary extract above:   
 

What follows in the narrative of the parable suggests that the term msyt was used to name the 

personal judgment at a time it had most probably been already reduced to a ceremony of the 
rite of passage. 
____________________________________________________________________________   
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He went outside to get “transformed/reproduced” at the estate 
                                      assembled/reassembled 

 

 
      iw         =f  pr =f    r              xntw           r                 ssT r             At                          
      is           he goes to          outside      to              ssT at      the estate                                        

 
He went out to ... for a moment (Faulkner) 

He went outdoors to ... a while (Lichtheim) 

He goes out-of-doors to grumble for a while (Wilson) 

And he went outdoors to fume awhile (John L. Foster) 
He goes outside to [???] until the moment  (Nederhof) 

and he goes outside at it, only for a moment. (Allen) 
 

ssT   appears to be the causative form of the following verb sT  

 

Säen, ausstreuen 
Sow, scatter, distribute 
Which later appeared as 

 

 

Jüngere Schr. für den übertragenen Gebrauch des vorstehenden Wortes 
Younger spelling for the carried over use of the preceding word 
 

Samen ergiessen, begatten, erzeugen 
Pour  semen,  copulate,  produce 
                    
               “To cause to produce” = “to reproduce”, for a being already “produced”. 
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The commoner went outside to get sT , by having himself reproduced in the only way 

possible (he eventually ended up with a non-wished-for version of sT  , as per 

column 84) and in the only place where the transformation/reproduction could be realized: at the 

At. But not At  meaning an instant of time but At  meaning estate 

(please see above, page 9). 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 

When he came back to the house he was like another person 
 

 
        ann       =f         sw             r  pr =f              iw  =f            mi                ky 
  returns    he     then       to house his        is   he         as           another    
 

and returned to his house (raging) as if he were an ape. (Faulkner)  

When he came back to the house he was like another (person). (Lichtheim) 

If he comes back into the house and is like another man,(Wilson) 

and then go back inside (John L. Foster)  behaving like a better person 

that he returns to his house. He is like another man. (Nederhof) 

When he turns back to his house, he is like another man (Allen) 

 
 

 (Wikipedia)   

                                                                                                                                

Rites of passage, known from all over the world, imitate the description of the judgment 
procedure as it is found in the Egyptian mortuary literature. 
In James Frazer’s book “Golden Bough” the continents of Africa, Asia and America are 
mentioned as the places where the custom of the Rite of Passage was practiced but it did 
obtain in Europe too. 
 

Chapter 67. The External Soul in Folk-Custom,  
4. The Ritual of Death and Resurrection, (page 589) available in pages 25 to 33 of the 

following pdf files: 
 

https://www.academia.edu/7880510/The_Dispute_decoded._Part_3_columns_55_to_8
5 
 
https://dtango.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/dispute-decoded_part-3_columns-55-to-
85.pdf 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
His wife reasoned with him, but he would not listen to her 

 

       
  Hmt   =f           Hr            SsA         n =f                n       sDm n =f       n =s                 
wife  his        on      pleading with him       not   listens he   to her       

https://www.academia.edu/7880510/The_Dispute_decoded._Part_3_columns_55_to_85
https://www.academia.edu/7880510/The_Dispute_decoded._Part_3_columns_55_to_85
https://dtango.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/dispute-decoded_part-3_columns-55-to-85.pdf
https://dtango.files.wordpress.com/2014/08/dispute-decoded_part-3_columns-55-to-85.pdf
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His wife beseeches him and he does not listen to her. (Lichtheim) 
His wife reasoned with him, but he would not listen to her, (Faulkner) 

His wife is (still) experienced in him: that he does not listen to her (Wilson) 
(his wife was wise to his ways). Yet he never really listened to her (John L. Foster) 

His wife pleads with him but he can't hear her (Nederhof) 
his wife pleading to him. He doesn’t listen to her, (Allen) 
 

Whatever the case, there should have been no understanding between the “new person”, the 
successor, and his relatives (otherwise he would not have been a “new person”). 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
He was not successfully transformed as the judges were disappointed. 

 

          
             sT            n =f             wS         ib n               wpw[tyw] 
 badly transformed he         disheartened           the  judges                                      

                                              fell the heart of 
 
He  . . . heedless of the household. (Lichtheim) 

He . . . and the bystanders were helpless. (Faulkner) 

(but) grumbles, unresponsive to communications (Wilson) 
so the death demons came and carried him off. (John L. Foster) 

after he has [???], incapable of communication (Nederhof) 

offended and unreceptive to those of the household. (Allen) 
 

The sort of transformation/social status he got:  was not the expected one because 

the determinative sign used, the sparrow, , is the ideogram for “no good”. 

With regard to the word wpw[tyw]   there is the following entry in Faulkner’s 
dictionary: 
 

  

Please note that :   In the plural the word occurs only in column 

85 of the “Dispute” text and that the rendering “bystanders” is based on the term   

Paul Dickson’s dictionary:  

The determinative sign of the term wpw[tyw]  is the ideogram for “men:  

(Allen’s transcription:  ), not for men and women  , family, crowd, 

bystanders. 
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 horns         to judge      judgement              judge                 messenger                                 
International                                                                        
  symbol of    
   the gods 
 
The title of the god Thoth, who presides at the Hall of Judgment, reads: 

  

 

                    
                  dHwty           mAat wpw           n                psDt                 nTrw 
              Thoth      judge of Maat    of       the Ennead       of the gods   

 

As a rule, the judges in the mortuary literature are called   

 

Paul Dickson’s dictionary:  
 
The Ba, in his endeavor to change the man’s mind, used two parables of commoners who 
wanted to be ankhti and failed, apart from mentioning the builders who also failed as gods. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The final speech of the man consists of four poems: The first poem is a lamentation 
about man’s present condition (two lines of this poem are discussed below); the second 
poem contains another lamentation, that of the aristocracy for losing their riches to their 
rebellious slaves, and has no relation to the plot of the “Dispute”; the third one is a 
poetic description of how clearly the man sees either his imminent status of an outcast 
or his condition of a dead man; hard to say which of two is meant as the latter is the 
result of the former. The last poem describes the fortunate state of those who live on the 
west bank and as the West is the subject of the last argument of the Ba it is hereby 
discussed in full. 
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First poem (columns  97 and 100)  
 

Column 97 
 

Look, my name reeks. 
Look, more than the smell of the crocodiles, 
 

 
     mk                      r                          st                               
   Look       more than      smell             of crocodiles 
 
look, more than crocodiles’ smell (Allen) 

 

is one of the names for the crocodile and so is and  

.  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

more than being buried under channels at Mryt location. 
 

      
           r      Hmst               Xr(w)               mr(w)               Xr                    mrryt 
more than dwelling    under          channels         at           Mryt location 
                                                               or irrigated lands 

 

Allen’s transliteration reads which makes not much difference 

once the determinative sign  remains the same. What matters is the mryt location 

where the corpses of the nnyw and the mts are found. 

  

 those under the earth is an epithet of the dead (Wb. 3, 389.6). 

 or appears to mean those at the bottom of the channels. 
is the location where the corpses of the outcasts and the primitives were thrown 

after their judgment (column 64). 
 

More than a shore-site full of crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 

More than sitting by banks full of crocodiles. (Shupak) 
More than sitting by sandbanks full of crocodiles.(Faulkner) 
More than sitting in the assembly among the crocodiles. (Wilson) 

at a site of slaughter with riverbankers. (Allen) 
 

According to the Wörterbuch    is a name for the crocodile: “he  on 

the shore’” 
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And according to Faulkner is a collective noun for the crocodiles. 

 

 
Yet, all the translators above understand the term correctly, as the name of a location: 
 
shore-site full of crocodiles. (Lichtheim) 

banks full of crocodiles. (Shupak) 
sandbanks full of crocodiles.(Faulkner) 
the assembly among the crocodiles. (Wilson) 

a site of slaughter with riverbankers. (Allen) 

 

The term    names a location where people died not a natural death 

( ).    
 
Column 100 
 

Look, my name reeks. 

Look, more than the name of a proper child of whom it is said that is in 
the care/possession of the one who rejects him (who rejects him as a proper 
child, a proper human being)  
 

    
              r                     Xrd                  qn               Dd            r=f              iw        =f 
        more   than   child           sturdy       speak    of him       is       he             
                                                                                                                          
 

 

        
      iw  =f  n                                                                =f 
      is he of          the one disliking, rejecting       him 
       iw =f 
 repeated by   mistake      
                  

more than a brave boy about whom has been said, ‘He is for one he should hate.’ (Allen) 
 
The child is defined as sturdy in order to establish that he was not weary, inert, tired, or 

slothful, as the non-sturdy ones, the primitive   were called. 
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The problem with this child is that it is the “owner” of the child (  is he of), the 

 person (the one disliking/rejecting the child), who is speaking of the child and 

therefore the child is doomed.   

The name of the man reeks (it is the name of an nny ) as long as his Ba thinks of 

not attending at the man’s judgment procedure (rejecting the man by this action of his).  
The fact that the man keeps promising to the Ba the West, if he, the man, eventually 
manages to be recognized as viable, is an indication that the Ba does gain from the 
man’s success and therefore the Ba was regarded as having contributed to that 
success. How, however, could the Ba having affected the man’s appearance? 
It seems that the Ba, who had been the caretaker and keeper of the man since the man 
was a child (as the child referred to above), had also been the one who selected the 

man, while still a child, as a candidate for the higher status of or even . 

 

Note: The children in the East were born by savage, primitive nny  mothers who 

had been inseminated by “civilized” fathers .  A child, therefore, selected by a 

Ba as potentially “sturdy” would be fed for at least ten years before reaching judgment 
age. In this way a wrong estimation on the part of the Ba would equal a serious 
economic loss because the child would have to be exterminated if proven to be a 

subhuman outcast, an mt, on coming of age.  
 
 
 

                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
 

Surely, the one in the West lives as if he was a god by birth,  

 

  
         wnn           ms               nty               im               m         nTr            anx 
     exists     surely      the one     in there       as     a god     by birth 
 
Trully, he who is yonder will be a living god, (Lichtheim)  
Verilly, he who is yonder will be a living god, (Faulkner)  

Surely, he who is there will be a living god, (Allen) 
_____________________________________________________________________________        
 
by having removed the defects imposed on him. 

 

by having removed the original sin, according to modern theology. 
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         Hr                xsf                             iw n          irr                sw  
       by        driving out             defect of     creator       of it          
                                                             of    him        who does             it (Allen) 

 

     , as per relevant entry appearing below, means  (defect) that god 

imposed. 
   

 

Böses, des man tut, oder leidet: Sünde,  

Frevel. Unglück, leid. 

Leid das ein Gott verhängt. 
   
Evil, that one does, or suffers: sin  
Sacrilege. Misfortune, suffering.  

Suffering that God imposed.  
 

Punishing the evil doer's crime. (Lichtheim) 

Averting the ill of him who does it. (Faulkner) 

punishing the misdeed of him who does it. (Allen) 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Surely, the one who is in the West is onboard the supply boat 

 
  wnn           ms                nty             im            aHa            m              wiA 

exists     surely      the one   in there    standing   on        the boat 

 
Truly, he who is yonder will stand in the sun-bark, (Lichtheim) 
Truly, he who is there will stand in the bark of the sun, (Shupak) 

Verily, he who is yonder will be one who stands in the Bark of the Sun, (Faulkner) 
Why surely, he who is yonder will stand in the barque of the sun, (Wilson) 

Surely, he who is there will be standing in the bark, (Allen) 

 

Allen avoided here the trap of the… Bark of the Sun 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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delivering first class provisions to the temples.   

 

  
   Hr              rdit             dit                    stpt               im             r            r-pr 
  on       causing to be delivered  choice provisions   therefrom     to      the temples      

 

Making its bounty flow to the temples. (Lichtheim) 

Causing choice things to be given therefrom for the temples. (Shupak) 

Causing choice things to be given therefrom for the temples. (Faulkner) 

because of letting its choice offerings be given to the temples. (Nederhof) 

having choice cuts given from it to the temples. (Allen) 
 

A boat supplying the temples with provisions is certainly not the bark of the sun! 
In column 26, where the sun-bark is actually mentioned, the ideogram of the sun has been 
attached as a determinative sign. 
The man in the East was hungry while the one in the West is presented hereby as having a 
chance to taste some of the high quality foodstuf selected for the priests. 

______________________________________________________________________   
 
Surely, the one who is in the West is a knowing one. 

 

  
  wnn           ms              nty                im             m            rx  -       xt  
exists     surely    the one     in there         as         a knowing one 
                                                                                               a know-things 
 

Truly, he who is yonder will be a wise man (Lichtheim) 

Truly, he who is there will be a sage, (Shupak) 
Verily, he who is yonder will be a sage (Faulkner) 

Surely, he who is there will be a knower of things, (Allen) 

 

 
The “things” that the Westerner knew were, most probably, the  (see below, column 146), 

the words, the language, that one should be able to speak. 
 

Those still in the East, for not knowing these words, were called   ignorant ones, 

not knowing ones. The women whom the Bull-gods were raping in the East were called 
.  

In spell 848 of the Coffin Texts, a passage in paragraph VII, 52 reads: 

 
O “Ani”, thou Bull (impregnator) of the ignorant women 
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           Name              pn                Twt            kA                  ixmwt 
   of deceased     this one here   thou     Bull    of the ignorant women 

 
Pharaoh Unas, in Utterance 320 §515, is said to be the son of an ignorant woman. 

  
The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 320 §515 
 

 

 

       Ds.n                   wnis              grH                    sbn        wnis             wnwt 
   cleared             Unas     the Dark-land     sent off    Unas   those working there 

                       

 

The above extract is from Faulkner’s dictionary. The three stars  in the word wnwt 

 denote plural number. 

 
Now that Unis has swept away the night and Unis has sent off the hour-stars; (Allen) 
The King has cleared the night, the King has dispatched the hours; (Faulkner) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

        
    xa                    sxm                saH                 sn               wnis          m              bAby 
approach   those who are   ennoble        they            Unas        as          Bebon  
                  images of the 

                        gods 
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Als Bezeichnung für göttliche Wessen: die göttliche Macht u. ä. 

Auch: Bild eines GHottes, dessen Verkörperung. 
 

As epithet of divine beings: the divine power, etc.  
Also: Image of a God, his (god’s) incarnation. 

      
       

the controlling powers will appear and privilege Unis as Baboon. (Allen) 

the Powers appear and ennoble the King as Babi. (Faulkner) 
______________________________________________________________________  

 

   
      wnis               pi                  sA              pw            n             ixmwt 
    Unas    this one here        son            is           of     an ignorant (woman) 
 
Unis is the son of her who does not know (him): (James P. Allen) 
The King is the son of one who is unknown; (Faulkner) 

 

Unas is the son of an  woman from the Dark-land; meaning that Unas was born on 

the East bank by one of the “Cows”, or Mother-wombs, as the  women are known to 

be called in the texts of the cuneiform script.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

   
       ms.n      =s        wnis          n          qni      Hr        nb                       SsAt   
      bore     she     Unas       to      sturdy-face    lord          of all dark lands 

  

she bore Unis to yellow-face, lord of the night skies. ( Allen) 

She bore the King to Him whose face is yellow. (Faulkner) 
 

With regard to the word   , sturdy, please see above column 100 of the 

“Dispute” text. 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

   
wr[D]       =Tn       nbw             imn.n             Tn               rxt              tp-a         wnis 
Humble    you     lords             hide             you       commoners      before       Unas        

 

Humble (?) yourselves, you lords, hide yourselves, you common folk, from before the King. 
(Faulkner) 
(He is) your greater, lords! Hide yourselves, subjects, before Unis! (Allen) 

 

Faulkner’s comment reads: So guessed by Sethe, Komm, ii 386; certainly  ‘great’ does 

not fit the context. 

 

The word  , however,  fit the context:  
 

 
(Paul Dickson dictionary) 

 

 

Müde werden u.ä. 

Ohne Angabe wovon man ermüdet. 

Alt oft ohne Det. 

Be tired (be nny ) 
Without specifying the cause of fatigue. 
Old Egyptian often without determinative sign. 
 
Humble yourselves, you lords, seems correct as it actually means “be nny you lords” 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
   wnis           pi              bAby                nb                    SsAt 
 Unas         is            Bebon          lord         of a dark land 

 

For the King is Babi, lord of the night, (Faulkner) 
Unis is Baboon, lord of the night sky, (Allen) 
 
Bebon (Seth) is the lord of the primitives who live on the East bank, in a dark land. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Bull of the baboons, who lives on his unknowing ones 

 

   
          kA                 ianw               anx          m                xm                 =f 
      Bull          of baboons      lives        on      ignorant ones      his 

                                                                                        unknowing ones 
 
Bull of the baboons, who lives on those who do not know him

 (Faulkner) 
the bull of baboons, in whose absence one lives. (Allen) 

  

 Faulkner’s gloss reads: Lit. “his unknowing ones” 
 
“Bull” was an epithet of supremacy for the gods because only the verified pure ones could serve 
as impregnators.   
 
 

                
                    smAm               wr             bA           n           gb 
              Wild Bull      the great      Ba          of      god Geb 
                                                                                     (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.17, pl. 10, line 115) 

 
The man (the scribe Ani) on being recognized as a god says that he is the Bull of the gods: 
 

     
      ink           kA              =sn               wsr                       At         r          At 
  I am        bull         theirs         powerful            moment by moment 

 

 

        
             nk          =i             sxm             =i             m              HH 

copulate    I       have power      I          over       myriads 
                                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.82, pl. 27, line 13) 

 
Ani, by saying that he is the Bull of the gods he means that he is their superior. The same 
stands with Bebon (Seth) and the baboons (the primitive ones). 
 

,  The “Eight”, the Khemenu as Wallis Budge calls  them, were considered 

as primeval fathers and mothers (Brugsch, Religion, pp, 128, 129). They are often represented in the 

forms of four male and four female apes  who stand in adoration  and greet  the rising sun 
with songs and hymns of praise, but they also appear as male and female human forms with 
heads of frogs or serpents. (Budge, The Egyptian Book of the Dead, p.xcix). 

According to the Wörterbuch the Eight were depicted as frogs and serpents only during the last 
period of the ancient Egyptian civilization:  
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In the depictions of the Judgment scene a baboon is present, most probably as the negative 

criterion while the Maat symbol  is the positive one: primitive sub-humans against the 
human perfection represented by the gods!  
 

 
                                           Wallis Budge, The Book of the Dead, 1967, pg 256 
 

The expression   , living on is known from Utterance 273 where 

Unas and Teti are said to live on their fathers and feed on their mothers: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   
 

   m   nTr  anx m             it(w) =f                                    wsb       m     mwt(w)    =f 
  as  god  living on     fathers  his                             feeding    on    mothers  his 

 
One of the illustrations appearing in the Book of the Duat is the following, which belongs to the 
description of the fifth section of the Duat. 
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                                  Wallis Budge, The Egyptian Heaven and Hell, Volume I, p.113 

 

A goddess (there is the symbol for the god  in her name  ) rests her hands on the 
head of a figure of unknown sex, who has no hair and no cloths and seems to be hitting its 
forehead with an ax. The first line of the inscription over the name of the goddess reads: 

 

                             
                        anx       =s            m         snfw                     mtyw 

                       lives     she          on    the blood          of the outcasts (the mts) 

 
As regards the figure of the man with the ax, if we turn it round to face into the direction that the 

small picture signs are facing , and reduce it to their size  

we are to realize that we are dealing with the determinative sign of the term  .  

 
If we now enlarge the picture sign of the bleeding man and compare it with the one from the  

 
 
illustration of the goddess, we see clearly why Alan Gardiner said that the Egyptians mistook the 
stream of blood for an ax. However, the conclusion is that for the non-too-ancient Egyptians the 

figure representing the  was a human being of the lowest possible social status but alive 

enough to be able to hold an ax upright.   

The sources of the ideograms of the  appearing in this article are as follows: 

 
 
 According to the Egyptologist Maria Carmela Betró the symbol depicts dying man. 
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In conclusion, Fulkner’s translation reading: Bull of the baboons, who lives on those who do 
not know him is apparently the correct one. 
 

 
 

He will not reject the petition of Ra asking for inspection of his words 

(his language)  

 

 
    n               xsf             ntf             Hr                spr             n                 ra          
  not       refuses          he     concerning  the petition    of              Ra 
                  opposes                                                                     

 

 

              
              xft                                mdw              =f 
corresponding to               words         his 
 
Not barred from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Lichtheim) 
Who will not be prevented from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Shupak) 

Who will not be prevented from appealing to Re when he speaks. (Faulkner) 

not barred from appealing to the Sun when he speaks. (Allen) 
 
The Westerner, being a knowing one, will accept the challenge of Ra to have his language 
knowledge tested. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
My ba said to me: Set complaint aside. 

 

 
   Ddt.n      n =i           bA        [i]         imi       rk           nxwt        Hr            XAA 
 said     to me        ba    [mine]    give     you    complaint,  on       the  peg 
                                                                                       
Now throw complaint on the wood pile (Lichtheim) 

Cast complaint upon the peg (Faulkner) 

Set mourning aside (Wilson) 

Put, then, complaint on the stake, (Allen) 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

The forth, final, speech of the Ba 

                Columns 147 - 154 
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You belong to me, you brother mine, 
 

           
       n(y)  -     sw              =i              pn                   sn         =i 
  belongs    he         to me     this here    brother   mine  
 

You my comrade, my brother (Lichtheim) 

my comrade and brother; (Faulkner) 
Thou who belongest to me, my brother!  (Wilson) 

O belonger, my brother. (Allen) 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Throw on the brazier what burdens you:  

           
         wdn                 =k           Hr          ax                 
what burdens    you       on     brazier            
 
whether you offer on the brazier, (Lichtheim) 

make offering on the brazier, (Faulkner) 
(Although) thou be offered up on the brazier (Wilson) 

You should make offering on the brazier (Allen) 

 

The word wdn  (please note the two determinative signs ) as a verb means 

schwer sein = being heavy, belastet sein = being burdened (with something), for example: 

von kranken Körperteilen = by sick body members. Metaphorically it means gewichtig = 

heavy, weighty as by high standing, by reputation or even because of a serious 
illness. 

The following extract from Faulkner’s dictionary shows that the verb wdn  (in the red 

box) was made to mean offer, most probably because it happens to be related to the brazier. It 

appears in the entry for the verb wdn, offer, instead of in the entry for the verb wdn,  be 

heavy, although it is written exactly as in column 28 where, according to the dictionary, it 

means be weighed down (in the blue box). 

 

Allen’s transcription:  agrees with Faulkner’s.  
The burden that the man carries is his preoccupation with improving his social status. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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your struggling for Ankh status as you have said. 
 

 
               dmi             =k               Hr                  anx                  mi         Dd        =k                
       struggling    yours   concerning  Ankh status     as       say    you 

         struggle       you 
 

bear down on life  as you say, (Lichtheim) 
cleave to life  according as I have said. (Faulkner) 
thou shalt cling to life   as thou sayest. (Wilson) 

in accord with your fighting for life, in accord with your saying, (Allen) 

 

According to Allen the first sign of the word  might not be a , and even the 

determinative  might not be the correct one –although he reads  
Whatever the case, the concern of the man with Ankh status, his fighting to atttain high 
standing,  justifies one (his Ba) to regard this preocupation of his as the burden he carries: 

 
Throw on the brazier what burdens you: your struggling for Ankh status as you have said. 
whether you offer on the brazier, bear down on life  as you say (Lichtheim) 
make offering on the brazier, cleave to life  according as I have said. (Faulkner) 
You should make offering on the brazier in accord with your fighting for life, in accord with your 

saying, (Allen) 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Love me here (and) forget about the West 
 

 
      mr            wi                        aA                       win                   n=k              imnt 
   love       me               here             reject          you        the West 

                                                       decline 

 
love me here when you have set aside the West (Lichtheim) 
Desire me here, thrust the West aside (Faulkner) 
Whether it be desirable that I (remain) here (because) thou hast rejected the West, (Wilson) 

“Desire me here.” Reject the West for yourself, (Allen) 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, (that you) land yourself 
from the ship (from the ferryboat to the West)       
 

     
     mr           Hm              pH    =k          imnt           sAH                      =k         tA 
   wish      assuredly     reach you    the West,  land from ship     body   yours   land 
 

sAH  tA = land from ship as per dictionary entry shown below. 
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The entry reading ‘go to earth’ = be buried. Leb. 152, in the last line of the above 

dictionary extract, indicates that the meaning applied to the phrase sAH  tA in the above 

passage is the result of the translator’s preconception. 
 

 = living body, not corpse, = body members 
 

 
But when it is wished that you attain the West, that your body joins the earth (Lichtheim) 

but desire that you may attain the West when your body goes to earth (Faulkner) 

or whether it be desirable that thou reach the West and thy body join the earth (Wilson) 

but desire too that you reach the West when your body touches the earth, (Allen) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
(and) I rest. 
 
 

     
               Xny                      =i     
      alight, stop, rest          I     
 

and I will alight …(Allen)      

______________________________________________________________________ 
  

 But after you become an outcast, then we’ll make an abode together. 

     
   r-sA                 wrd                   =k            ix         ir =n             dmi            n     sp 
 after   become an outcast      you     then    make we      abode       together              
                                  
after you have become weary, we shall dwell together. (Lichtheim) 

after you are weary; will we make an abode together. (Faulkner) 
after thou hast relaxed (in death). Thus we shall make a home together (Wilson) 

…after your weariness. Thus we will make harbor at the same time. (Allen) 

 
The Ba wishes luck to the man but he is certain that the man will not make it to the West. 
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If the man manages to reach the West, he will be pronounced an  (a pure one) or a or 

even an (a  by birth) and will be separated from the Ba who will remain in the East as 

the outcast he is. 
 
Love me here (and) forget about the West. 
Assuredly, it is wished that you reach the West, (that you) land yourself from the ship (and) I 
rest. 

But after you become an outcast, then we’ll make an abode together. 
 
“Desire me here.” Reject the West for yourself, but desire too that you reach the West 
when your body touches the earth, and I will alight after your weariness. Thus we will 
make harbor at the same time. (Allen) 
 

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
In order for the mortuary literature to be appreciated and for the ancient Egyptians to be 
redeemed, the dictionaries of the Egyptian language should be revised to include the following 
connotations.  
 

  … , pure one, pure (bodily) as the gods.  

 

 , physical trait of the bodies of the non-gods; defect of the body. …

 

…  ,  man with isft in his body.

 

  … ,  viability; high standing; the “ankh” social rank. 

 

 … , viable; high standing person; god by birth.  

 

 

 … ,  not fully evolved human. 

 

   Judgment of the speech, i.e. testing … 

the ability of the man being judged to speak the language of the 

gods.  
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… principal; instructor; advocate; witness of defense. 

 

…   ,  primitive man lacking the qualities of a fully evolved 

human. 
 

  ,  purity found only in the bodies of the gods. …

 

   ,  those with maat in their bodies. …

 
 

 ,  the language of the gods. … 

 

  ,  the non-god, the person regarded as subhuman creature (the …

Titans of the ancient Greek mythology, the Frost Giants of the 

mythology of the Norsemen, the Nefilim of the Tanakh, the 

Stone Giants of the legends of the North American Indians and 
the “Giants” of every other ancient legend feturing gods and 

Giants); the enemy of the gods who was eventually 
exterminated and his name came to mean “the dead”. 

 

 ,  primitive people, lacking the qualities of fully evolved … 

humans. 

 

 ,  the ruling class.…  

land possessions of the gods.… ,   

    ,  the god authorized by the tribunal to test the ability, of the … 

man being judged, to speak the language of the gods. 

 

 ,  the name of the language of the gods.… 

 

 ,  collective noun for the physical traits of the gods, the men and …       

the beasts. 
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, …    Land of darkness, the East. 

 

    … ,  the man of the land of darkness, Easterner. 

 

 ,…  Land of darkness, the East. 

 

 

 , …  the man of the land of darkness, Easterner. 

 

 

 ,  …   earthly abode of the gods (mythological).

 

  ,  … heavenly abode of the gods (theological). 

 

…  ,  primitive man lacking the qualities of a fully evolved 

human.
 

,  land of darkness, the East.…  

,  defect of the body (physical trait of the outcasts). …    

 

,  the god noting down the verdict of the tribunal, i.e. … 

whether the man inspected was found to have the appearance of 

beast, man-beast, man, man-god or god. In other words whether the 

person ispected was found to be an  or

 
 
 


